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Many Leading Citizens Are
Interested In The Schools
cbalrmen of 'both,

party

10 CENTS PER WEEK

THE NIGHTMARE.

'DEFENSE RESTS;
CART;ADJOURNS

executive

GOVERNOR ASKED
ABOUT ARBOR DAY

Non-Partisan League is Or. committees be visited by a com mittee,'
representing the. League, to ask that
ganized by Men Whose Mo. only one ticket for school trustees appear on the ballot. 'Phis !suggestion,
tives are Above Suspicion with a number of others, was approvbut will be left for the permanent
and Whose Determination ed
organizatibn to decide. Before the
High School Alumni Association
is Sincere in Behalf of the next meeting, the committee on mem- The
Awaiting Word Before ProIs
bership will get signatures— to the
ceeding With Progrtun of the
Leagne platform. Only a short time
Children
.,

Surprise Sprung on Jerome
When Informed Ile Could
Proceed in Rebuttal
ASKS FOR

Rabbi Lovitch Decries Provincialism That Dictates
Appointments to Positions
in Schools as Matter of
Friendship or Favor From
Board

ARE READY TO ORGANIZE

Program For the Head Camp ConVention
Which Will be Held Here Next Tuesday

CUNNINGHAM ON
CITIZENS MUST
FRONTIERSMEN'S
WAY TO PANAMA
:ACCOMPLISHMENTS
DO SPRINKLING

MINING COMPANY
ORGANIZED HERE

•

•

It

•

To BREATHE.

Event.
was given to this question before the
a
Deletes Agrees to RecessUntil Mons
meeting last night, though the moveday, When State Begins Introment has been under way for several
ducing Testimony,
weeks. The sentimesat !everywhere WILL PLANT A CHERRY TREE.
Is to place the sehools once and for
all beyond party politics and on a
plane, where men with no special inNO SESSION
THIE• MORNING.
Mrs. A. R. Meyers, president of the
terest to subserve, will give their atAlumni
written
to
association,
has
tention to the Problems of schools.
The object of the League with the Edward 0. Leigh, secretary to GovNew York, March S.—There was
signatures obtained to date follow: ernor Bealchane, to ascertain whether
Governor Beckham will appoint a
'another quick turn in the Thaw trial
The signatures:
when the defense announced It lead
L. B. Ogilvie, E. Guthrie, 'H. R. state Arbor day for this year. Pendconcluded to Test its ease. It was
Hank, Gus E. Hank, B. H. Scott, J. A. ing the answer from Secertary Leigh,
nearly 6 o'clock last night when DolRudy, George B. Hart, Dr. J. W. the Alumni association will make no
arrangements for a program to be
mas
callted Jerome on the telephone
G.
M.
Pendley,
Nance, Fe L. Scott,
—Nash in Detroit Free Press. and made the
carried out, when the cherry tree Is
Meecoe Burnett, Hal S. Corbett, H.
planted in the yard of the Washingdistrictanoucemt,Th attorney was Pealaaaa
R. Lindsey, R. L. Reeves, 0. A. Tate,
ton building. If the governor does
the most stirprised- man in all New
H. Memmen, er., H. C. Overbey, W.
not appoint a day, the Alumni assoYork for it had been understood that
P. Hummel, F. Hummel, Jr., Frank
ciation will select a date for themwhen Justice Fitzgerald resumed the
H. Smith, A. M. Foreman and
selves. It is not known yet whether
bench
today Thaw's attorneys would
Frank
B. May, Rabbi M. Loythe children will have any part in
call one of two alienists.
Preliminary organization of the Itch, Jap Toner, H. C. Rhodes, W. T.
the program. The exercises will be
Adjournment until Monday was
Non-Partisan School 1..mague of Pa- Miler, Al E. Young, W. A. Flowers,
simple, with probably a speech by a
All prepa4iOns for the entertain- March 12 and 13. rah. W. 0. w.'at the Woodmen's hall Tuesday granted at the request, of District Atducah, was affected at the Public A. T. Sutherland, D. W. Bockmon, S.
member'Of the association.
meeting last night In the Eagles' hall, 'H. Winstead, D. B. Vailsore Charles
ment of the 'Kentucky Head clamp,'will meet in Red Men's ball, while ,night. The members of the local torney Jerome 'two Minutes after
the Circle will meet in the Wood- ;groves; Woodmen Circle, are busy to- the opening of toga today. Delmast
Broadway. The Rieke, II. R. Shoffner, J. H. Garrison,
Sixth street and
Woodmen of the World, and the state
MR. GEORGE C. WA.LLACE
day decorating for the occasion, This had just announced officially that the
men's hall on North Fourth street.
meeting was well attended, and with B. Weille, W. E.Cochnan.
CHAUTAUQUA PRESIDENT. .onvention of the Woodmen Circle,
the signatures of the persons interSeveral papers with signatures
first meeting of the function will be elaborate. The next defense rested the case. He agreed
this
As
is
the
At a meeting of the directors of have been completed
to the adjournment.
by the local
sated in the move added to those phave not been turned In which would
state Heed camp, exact schedules and night a grand hell wi:1 be given.
this
the Chautauqua amociation
camps.
ent, the representation was adequate. swell the list considerably.
Headquarters will be at the Palbusiness cannot be anticiof
order
morning Mir. J. S. Bleecker, resigned
LAND FRAUDS
After appointing committees to goatee
The conventions occur simultane- pated, but the program, besides the mer House, where the delegates will
as president and Mr. George C. Walmembership and to drew up a plan
reception be received in the parlor.
business
session,
includes
a
Wednesday.
ously
and
next
PRISONERS INJURED.
Tuesday
lace via selected.
Were Ti, lie Profitable To Mitchell
for permanent organization, the meet(*sinning, N. la, March 8.—
and HerllUllin.
ing adjourned to meet again in the
Many patients are in the hospit•
Tinsel Post Card Poisons.
place
March 21.
same
al from the prison here. Fire ocFrederick Heneker, a Jedsey City
Washington, March 8.—That BinAmong those preeent at the meetcurred In the prison last night
:etterercerrier, Is ill at List home of
ger Hermann, former commissioner
ing last night were, H. C. Rhodes, J.
front an explosion and many
blood pee-toning caused by a scnatett
of the general land office, and the
prisoner, inhaled the flames. It
H. Garrison, Charles Rieke, A. T.
from a tinseled po- card. The edge
late Senator Mitchell of Oregon,
Is believed none will die. The InSu ther teed, E. W. Hoc k mon, P. J.
cut his finger. The postoffice departwould have to be taken care of"
Beekenbach, Jai) Toner, W. A. Faowmates tugged frantically at the
ment recently sent out notice to postthe profits of the land speculatious
01stof
door of the cells. Several were
ers, W. T. %Hitler, D. E. Wilson, S. H.
masters not to allow any more soudepending on the creation of the
overcome. The loss is Small,
the
.1._
Cunpingham,
Winstead, Beu
liprink1e
Friends
Rabbi Lovitch,
of
.
J.
A.
la
residenteafalaahava
The
Inaicteenee
regitei tbrousa t114
venir cards with glass, mists, sand or
Blee—Monestain forest- reservation In
Al E. Young and W. E. Cochran.
the city
tinsel on them to pees tarough the unaided efforts of the "Frontier Com- their streets again this 'year, or they Insurance agent who left
Eastern Oregon, was testified to to..
suddenly a few days ego in company
MT. Ben Weill° eared the meeting
mittee" against women, conducting will go uesprinkled.
utoQuplIS CAf4E.
malls, unless inclosed in evelopes.
day in the trial of Mr. Hermann.
to order and asked for nominations
resorts on the north side, have found
111., March 8.—The
Every year, for several years past. with a young woman who lives here
George Sorenson, a lumber and
for temporary chairman
J. H. partheir way on the April criminal dock- an effort bus been made to have a and Trimble his partner have learnstate hopes to prove to the stateCut Ha Forehead.
land broker of Portland, Ore., who
aeon was nominated and elected.
et. Circuit Court Clerk Joe A. Miller great portion of the city sprinkled by ed that the three left New Orleans
faction of Judge Kimbrongh
R. L. Sanderson received a cut in
recently was convicted of conspiracy
will
complet- ooutract and paid for It!'
All the representatives of the newsthat the fire and building ordispecial yesterday for Panama. They
the forebead this morning while lift- and Chief Deputy Kidd have
in land frauds in that state, was tact
CaraAmerican
hotel in
papers In the city were elected seccas- tax, and every year some obstacle has stop at the
nances of Chicago arc valid. If
ing a coupling in the Illinois Central ed the docketing of 102 criminal
witness. The idea was, Mr. Sorenson
then will go Oven the
rtaries. On motion, the object of
it falls. Will J. Davis on trial on
-the council cas first and
freight yards. Pert of the drawbead es, Including two for murder, Cicero prevented. It
said, to buy up the state school land
with
intimate
Persons
canal
belt.
Anderson, charged with killing John overlooked the matter at the time it
the meeting was read by the chaircluirge of manslaughter in conin Eastern Oregon and' have a forest
fiew up and struck him in the foreMix and Al Winfrey charged with should have been attended to. and the young Cunningham, who is the son
snap with the eignattires of persons
nection with the Iroquois theater
reserve created. These lands could
head. The injury is not serious and
the
president
insurance
of
of
the
killing Owen Clark, at the home of year before tge tax levy was up to
interested in the movement. The pafire liortyr, will be freed. If the
was dreeeed at the hospital.
then be exchanged for lie nlands
company, he represented, say he was
Clark's mother-in-law, Mrs. 011ie
per iiad been prepared and was cirordinance is proven valid a long
showed by law, 80 an adscrip. Each citizen, 'he said, was encomthat
himself,
not
but
bad
so
Schaeffer, on the Cairo road.
culated for several weeks for siglegal battle will begin.
ditionet tax could not be levied. This
titled to take up 320 acres of these
BEAT SWEETHEART.
panions exercised a bad influence
natures. The ones present were given
year the same condition exits—the
!antis. Sorenson's part of the deal
Louisiana, Mo., March 8.—
was
furniture
Enoufth
over
him.
ELECTION OF SENATORS
the opiscetunity to sign and all who
was to acquire the rights of a citilevy is 81.85, the limit.
Andrew
Watts, prompted by
RACE WAR.
found in their offices to about reBY l'OTE OF,THE PEOPLE.
had not previously done so, with one
"1 am very sorry, but I see no 080
zen. The majority of the assignments
Chicago, March 8.— Murder
jealousy, attacked
Ills sweets
creditors.
munerate
his
exception, did so. Mr. Beckenbach
he bought, paying all iiisway from a
today in the black belt brought
by which we can sprinkle the streets
heart, Louise- Hosts, with a club
Springfield, Ill., Mama 8.—By unen
said that while he favored a non-parglass of beer to $1 for each assignby twee said the mayor today. "It
In its wake a threat of race
and knife, breaking her arm and
!mous rote the house committee on cannot
• ment, which
tisan school beard first and lest, beriots, and caused the police unbe done, as we are up to the BRICK AND TILE COMPANY
allowed him to acquire
entting several gashes in her
federal deletions, of which ReereIS INCORPORATED HERE 320 acres of land. In this way, he
ing on the present school board, he
easiness. Kale Whot, a Syrian.
limit. We shell have to depend on
neck.. She probably will die.
-tentative Ptarmigan, of East St. the merohants spelekling
prefered time to consider the idea.
said, he obtained for himself shoat
shot and killed Fannie Thomas,
the downWatts was arrested,
Louis, is eheirman. reported out.
Articles of incorporation were fil- 12,000 acres.
Mr. Weille then moved that a comtoward whom he was attentive,
town distriet and the residents the
with a rcconiniendtstion for passage.
the county clerk's office yestermittee of three be anointed to have
resident portion. I am very much edin
when he found her in conversaBroke His Ankle.
Representative John P. • McGoorty's
Paducah Brick & Tile MILSIC AT TEMPLE
copies of the paper, expressing the obIn favor of all the streets being day for the
ISRAEL
tion with William Franklin, a
Torn Williams, a colored employe
company, capital stock $40,000. C.
resolution in favor of the election of sprinkled
ject of the organization, printed and
TO BE SPECIAL FEATURE.
by contract, and paid for
of the round house in the Illinois
negro. The Syrian then opened
H. ChambIln, J. A. Murray and ArStates senators by popular as provided for
distributed over the city for signatunder the law. by
Central shops, sustained a fracture of United
fire on Franklin, Inflicting a fatal
thur Murray are the incorporators.
vote. The resolution makes niepUca- :special tax, but, again
ures, The chair appointed
A. T
New music both for the regular
we shall have
wound. Angry negroes pursued
als left ankle this morning by a heavy
The stock is divided into 400 shares service
tb mto congress for a convention to to deny ouree:ves owing
Sutherland, Ben Weille and
D. Ea
and interpolated will be introto the tax
piece of meehinery falling against his
Whet, threatening vengeance.
as follows: C. H. Chamblin, 200; duced
propose an amendment to the eonsti- this
Wilson on this committee and thel An endeavcr was made
at the service tonight at Temleg. His injury was dressed in the
year."
to esterMary I. Murray, 100; Arthur Mur- ple
tutbon of the United States.
work will be done before the next
Israel. Miss Caroline Ham, orMixes Central hospital.
minute the entire Syrian colony.
ray, J. A. allele', Jelin A. MtrrraY,
meeting, when a permanent organizaganist, has been working 'hard on the
Whot wit. arrested later.
HILL.
Robert Murray and Effie Murray, 20
SUR HANDLE COMPANY
tion will be affected. On motion of
subject and. the result its expected to
London, March S.— Mr. macshares each. C. H. Chamblin will be
Mr. Wiesen, a committee on organizaFOR WORK OF TOWING
be a service bath beautiful and apinnon introduced a %simian's sufSTRIKE IS ON.
president, J. A. Murray, doe-presition was appointed, H. C. Rhodes, E.
propriate. The quartette, which -wilt
frage bill in the hone- of comLorain, Ohio, March 8.—Four
dent; and Arthur Murray, secretary
W. Bockmon, W. E. Cochran, who
Miller Young and Jack Young have
sing tonight, is composted of Mrs.
mons today. Only WOnien sworn
hundred and fifty employes of
and treasurer. The company may inled suit in Magistrate II. F. Sears'
will draft a plan for a permanent orLela Wade Lewis, soprano: Miss MaIt, behave were admitted tofl.(lw
the !Awaits yards of the American
cur an indebtedness equal to the
court against the Kuttawa Handle
ganisation to be voted on ataroh 21.
mie Dryftiss, contralto: Mr. Slavin
gallery. Premier Campbell Banfillip Building company, . who
capital stock. They will .conaluct a
company for services in towing a boat
Several plater talks were
made.
Mall,
tenor, and Mr. Emmet Angle:,
nerman spoke against the bill.
struck yesterday, are still out on
brick, the and sand business.
to Kuttawa. When they got the boat
W. T. lathier asked for a more defibasso.
a demand for shorter hours and
J. B. Bartee, a prominent and to Kuttawa, it was discovered that
nite expression of the League's pur1
for more money. Eighteen hunARCHIE'RETTER.
FORMERSHERIFF POWER
wealthy tie man of Memphis, J. M. the machinery to be plated on it was
pose. He said that harmony appacNOT
GUILTY.
dred men are employed In the
Washington, March 8.—The
GOES INTO TRANSFER CO.
MeCandiese of the Standard 'Pie com- In Paducah. They had to bring the
*nate had been reached in the present
Wooster, March 8.—The Jury.
following bulletin was issued at
yards. Serious labor difficulty
Mr. asee D. Potter, former"ilieriff,
pany, now of Memphis, and G. M boat back and have not been paid
school board and that harmony was
with-titried Harry White, 17
the white house at f) o'clock:
would badly cripple the industry.
has
purchased
in
interest
of
W.
H.
McCandless,
of
inthis
city,
are
the
trouble.
for their
the chief object in a board. He apyearn old, for the murder of
"Physicians reporeihis morning
Kirby In the Palmer Transfer comcorporators of a new tie and mining
proved the idea of taking the school
Thomas Dye, another boy, rethat Arable Reoserseit had a
BAD COLLISION.
active
will
part
take
in
pany,
an
and
company
with
a
capital
stock
of
REWARD OFFERED FOR
board off this political plum tree. D.
turned a verdict of not guilty
good night. His condition
in
St. IAMK March 8.—In a
its management. He has been elect$200,000, styled "The Tennessee KaCAPTURE OF RACHAEL
E. Wilson said .that he uuderstood
fhb, morning. Two more boys
most gratifying. The president
head-end collision between two
a director and vice-president of
ed
olin,
Iron
and
Timber
company.
Arthe object of the Leagnie to be to seare under indictment. for the
has been with the patient fretrolley cars on California avenue
the company, and assumes the ditticles of incorporation were filed toUnless !anti officers have lost track
lect men to manage the schools for
crime and probably will he givquently, exercising the same prethin morning, 11
passengers
ties of his office at once.
day and the stock Is' divided Into 2,- In the last few days of Charles .
1101their intrinsic valve as men, and not
en II change of venue.
Cannons
as
the
were seriously injured, while
as
to
physician•
000 shares of a par value of no() chant, the colored roustabout on the
bemuse they were the members of
Infection."
more than a score were bruised.
alabelle Oilman Rejects Corey.
each, as follows: J. B. Bartee, 1994; Joe Fowler. who shot and killed
any party or factionally favored any
Both cans were running at rapid
New York, March S.--Mabelle Gil- NO ININ)It.MATION IS
M. McCaddlem, 3: G. M. McCand- Mate Ed Lannon, at Liberty, Ill., two
J.
particular person or interest
RECEIVED OF S.iVRE.
speed when one jumped the
man, the actress. is said to have reCLERK IS HERO.
less, 3. This new company will deal months ago, they will probably earn
Decriee Prov incba Ism
No Information ae to the wheretrack landing on
the other
marry
William
fused
to
Kalamazoo,
Ellis
Corey.
March
8.—
Mich.,
In kaolin, a kind of clay Allied in $200 reward just offered for
his
in a talk of much vigor, Rabbi
track.
president of the United Sttites Steel abouts of David Sayre, the 18-yearFire in the hotel Burdock block
porcelain ware, manufacturing ties, capture by Governor Deneen. A short
Levitt% decried the "narrow, provinyre. of Hill
corporation, who, it is reported, is old eon of Mr. John
this morning damaged the hotel
lumber ores and In other relevant time ago Rachnel was heard of near
cial patriotlem or loofa pride," which
GRAIN- MARKET.
soon to he succeeded in his position turd Meyers streets, s-ho ditappease
and destroyed two nifloINIng
indestries. The company May incur Metropolis.
would fill positions In the teaching
Cincinnati, March 8.—Wheat,
with the big concern by Alva Dinkey eel last Sunday afternoon from his
buildings. Two domeathe are
an indebtedness of $200.1100.
The
corps with keel ta:ent merely befattier. store, has been received. Mr.
7Saa; corn, 50; oats, 4414.
of Pittahurg.
miesIng and It is feared they
principal office of t'ne company will UMBER TRUCKS STOLEN
cause it Is home-grown. He said the
Saere has bean iifor the Past ave
burned
to
death.
Thirty-two
he In Paducah. it is understood that
ER.4)11 RIOOLEARERGEIPS
salcola should have ,the heat material
••••••••••WW.,••••••••••• weeks end eoul
not Uwe the boy.
guests were resent-II by Enink
enormous holdiegs of kaolin lands In
obtainable anywhere for the remunabe boy ewas18 yenta; old, smallilfor
Kohltoson,
the
hotel
clerk,
who
i
Tennessee have been tateured and the
thieves
Industrious
Mete 413
eretkin. As to harmony in a oohed;
bre ogee and ideader,
groped through the smoke-filled,
There is only one kind at • production of the coadmodlty will be trueki, from the, narrow gauge track
.
•
board„ he odd that difterenres. of
end
•corridors
newspaper circulation statement one Of the chief purposes of the com- in the lialegleaberger
WEiT111•11---Oenerally
toAsir
guided
Iin
,
"
411
"Ilte
mills.
The
eVaton were enevelerable and Wine.
$1110,000.
'rho
connideraticia
that
lossAt
worth any
pany it fit probable that a line of arneks ric. reit tirs Were:the poroldrir to- night
Hoseelei Agent Shifted.
vary for a thorouge 1118C111110011 of a
and thet is the daily detailed
towboats will be operated from this lice were notified.
night. itighisist temperature
J. 1.), King, special agent of the
suivject, but It was the spirit that!
statement. The Sun is the only
(entity. 03; )(tweet today, 37.
point to bring out the Ilea owned by
Veneto Central, has teen
Defeat few Nicaragua.
attired
would settle a point to gain a partS
paper printing sik:h • tbe company. All three of the incorteem this destriet to the he en-vi
P811411141, Meech I.;
A report hie
California Capital Will Move. .
or personal '
,artery, Pallet 'gaoled' be
statement.
porators are etperience tie and mm.
dietrke, and J. R. Mason,
Sacramento, Cal., March 8.- One, reached hare that thi) Nicargatina
eliminated.
era and the Industry will be a Gillett eta ty
em
et' Fulton. is tow in nhurge of this
signed tit* capital to- ioses,, have been dotAitted nt. !quint
MI/Her au gessided., that the
arlditio•
s Pathicsa Industries, moral hill.
(lattice
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CbeKentucky'STOCKHOLDERS
BOTH PHONES 648.

T O=N IGHT

OF PRUDENTIAL

RELIABLE

FRIDAY. MARCH S.
-411.11111.61=11M1111111
,

INFORMATION

Ablest Reliable Medicine.

THEATRICAL NOTES t

A Form of Food Already Digested

We'Went the people of' Piellatcatt tu
know that we believe the most 'V
nab:a cod liver
preparation-- the
tient-silo Ewing company•
AND BliANC1K OF WEEK
best tonic reconstructor health leof three and strength creator known to The Gertrude Ewing company will
.t'esu me 44.,%austere el)t weight, rend
medieine today Is Vinol.
wili appear in the four act society
Vince is not a patent medicine as
everything it contains is named on drama "The Smart Set." This is the
the label of every bottle. We guar- feature bill of the entire repertoire
Nee Jeceey Legislature Finds It
antee Vino' contains besides tonic and Miss Ewing piornises those who
eeceseary To Take Some
eittend the performance tonight the
iron all of the medicinal, curative
eleasures.
best treat of the week. The specialand
body
butldin
g
elements of cod
And her own select comfor tonight hese all been changties
liver oil actually taken from fresh
pany of players.
ed and In addition to this The Mccods'
livers,
but
Without a drop of
Tonight.
the useless oil to clog the system, tile- *hitt Sisters will sing one of Mr.
ItEle &ICI OF THE
set the stomach and retard Its work. Herbert Wallersteins' new songs enThis is why Vinol is so far superior titled "Wooing."
New specialties between acts.
The company
will close the ento
old-fashioned cod
Over oil and
Change of play each night.
Trenton, N. J., March 8.—How the emulsio
gagement here tomorrow night, with
ns.
founders of the Prudential Life Inthe four-act farce comedy •'A Family
Vinol is actually guaranseed
by Muddle.
surance company of America invest- The piece is well staged
over five thousand leading druggigts
and costumed and is a scream from
ed only $91,000 in a business which of
the United States to create health
for many years has paid $200,0e0
start io finish. A bargain matinee for
and strength for old people, weak,
annually in dividends and in addithe
ladles and children tomorrow
sickly women and caildren, nursing
(ion has rolled up a surplus of $18,rda
2:30
mothers, and after a severe sicknees, when the company will present "The
5s0,000 was explained today when
Skidoo Kids."
and for hacking coughs, chronic
Old Favorite.
----THE SKIDOO KIDS----23 the report of the special committee colds, bronchitis
and all throat and
appointed a year ago to investigate
Willard Mack and Maude Leone,
Lung troubles.
Seats on sale at Box Office.
life insurance companies in New Jerwho open a five nights engagement
Try Vinol on our guarantee. W. B.
sey. was presented by Senator Hilley.
at
The Kentucky on Tuesday, March
McPherson, Druggist.
The senator also introduced seven
Note—While we are sole agents 12, need no Introctuction to the thebills modeled on the recommendaatergoers of Paducah, having played
for Vinol in Paducah, it is now for
tions of the committee, intended to
a week's engagement here early in
sale at the leading drug store In nearcorrect abuses. These bills limit the
January. The class of plays they prolyeveD, town and cite in the country.
a-mounte of capital Of any one comduced at that time 'wire entirels- difLook for the Vinol agency in your
pany to $2,000,000. and the diviferent from those produced by the
town.
dends to 10 per cent, and provide
ordenary traveling stock company.
that on the dissolution of the comThere was nothing of the blood and
pany the stockholders shall not get the whole truth, and the Prudential thunder order in their productions.
more than twice the par value of the company itself has recognized that They carry no specialties, hut proits obligations, in equity and
stock.
good duce high-class comedies a,nd draconscience, go further, for it states
On Growth of Prudential.
Under the Personal Direction of Al 6. Field
mas. During this engagement they
The report contains an extended re- that it has voluntarily divided up will produce an entirely new reperview of the Prudential from the among policy holders, in excess of its toire of plays. On Tuesday night they
time of its organization in 1873 un- legal obligations, more than $7,000,- will open in that greatest of problem
der the name of the Widows' and Or- 000.
Plays "Sowing the Wind," from the
"Rather than allow this accumu- open of Mr.
phans' Friendly Society, with a capiSydney Grutidy. They will
tal of $25.000,until the present when, lation to go on for the benefit of the play two matinees, Wednesday and
A big minstrel festival of music as the Prudent
ial Insurance compa- stockholders, at the expense of the Saturday.
and song. Everything up to date. ny of America, it has a capital stock' policy holders of this company, we
The Three Hayman!.
Clean, wholesome fun; refined and of seepoomoit and a surplus of $18,- wou:d be in favor of the repeal of the
The Three Damara, in refined mucharter of the corporation, and a re- sical
580,000.
educating.
comedy, and Frank
Laypo,
"It Is claimed," says the report, organization of it ,under the genera: America's
premier
trick
comedy
law
and
under
proper reetrictions, if acrobat, are two of the many
"that this surplus belongs to the
spestockholders, subject to contingent such a remedy is necessary, and be- cialty acts offered by the Donnelly &
lieves
that
the
invasio
n of any just HatSpeld Magnificent minstrels who
:lability to policy hol'ders. It would
appear from the president's testimo- •rights.of the stockholders can be appear in this city on Monday night.
avoided, and yet that the assets can The Three
Davrnars offer an entirely
Big noonday street parade
. and ny that certainly, in the pare and the be substant
ially retained for the pol- new feature novelty
presene, some at least of the stockin the musical
band concert.
holders would, if they could, divide icyholders."
line, and Laypo's. act is thrilling and
this surplus or part of it, in the
mervelotts, introducing a whirlwind
The Touch That Hada.
shape of cash or stock dividends.
of
novel surprises In acrobatic aePrices: 26c, 3.5c, :50c. 73c, $1.00.
"By the investment of $91,009 in Is the touch of Bucklen's Arnica complishment.
Seats on sale Saturday 9 a. m.
cash three stockholderi were able to Salve. It's the happiest combinaaccumulate capital stock of Moon,- tion of Arnica flowers and healing
CURED IN 6 TO 14
NOBILITY TO
nen, whereon they have always balsams ever compoanded. No mat- PAZO OINTMENT Is guarantDAYS.
duets several different businesses on
eed to
GO INTO TRAJPE.j his estate in Wurtemburg. One facdrawn 10 per cent. or $20,000 per ter how old the sore or ulcer is. this cure any case of Itching, Blind,
year, and still to accumulate beyond Salve will cure it. For burns, scalds, Bleeding or Protruding Piles in 6 to
tory makes oatmeal, another makes
cuts„ wounds or piles, it's an abso- 14 days or money refunded. 60c.
Ber:In, March 7.—A young Ger- cakes and a- third makes corsets.
that $18,580.0Ckeee.
man nobleman In an appeal to his Some of those who have prospered
lute cure.
Guaranteed by all drug- s •
Rig Pre& Is Shown.
May Attalik Bond Nem..
Lettuce
3 bunches 10. class tlit enter trade, dropping
baldness, he says, ere Prince.Fuer"Nor is this all. So rapid were the gists. 25c.
the:obChicago, March 7
A Special to Parsnips'
5c quart. solete idea that it is beneath their etenberg, who owns several large
galna and so great the prospect of
the Tribune from Washington says Turnips
10c gal. dignity, points to some illustri
their future accumulation that in
And the same tine cast they
NUBS. EDDY ON STAND.
ous breweries, and Prince Donnerstnark,
that official steps have been taken by Sweet potatoes
frOc bun. 'examples that they may follow.
who conducts a silk faetoe.had with them or their for1902, when the stheme for reciprothe state of Minces to attack the va- Irish potatoes
65c bu:
The Kaiser, he says, it is well
mer engagement in Paduceh.
cal control of the Fidelity an1 Pru- Says She Will Respond in Person to lidity of $32,000,000
in Alton rail- Sassafras
Sc bunch.. known, possesses extensive
DON'T COMPLAIN.
dential companies was in course of
pottery
Any Summons.
road bonds:elm:teed by E. H. Harri- Young onions
It your chest pains and you are un2 bunches Sc. works on his estate of Kadinen
arrangement, the stoc.kholders of this
, in able to sleep because of
a cough, buy a
man and his associates when they re- Greens
10c bunch. &est Prussia and conducts them
bottle of Ballard's Horehound Syrup
Reudential Insurance company were
him- rind
you won't have any cou
(Soncord, N. It, March 8.—Mrs. organized the Chicago and Alton Beets
bunches 164 self with vigorous commerc
2
able to dispose of shares at six times
ial seal. bottle now and that cough lel
not
Mary Baker Glover Eddy, head of the Rbiiroad company. The interstate Rae'shies
last long. A cure fur all
2 bunches 16c. The productions of these
their par value, and the
Imperial diseases
principal Christian Science
. Mrs.
commer
ce commission has received Celery
galves
church,es panning
aB.
45c
to
76c
factories are sold in Berlin by a writes. "I can't say enoug
promoters of the company actually
Bala move, according to th,ose closest to an application. from William H. Strawberries
l:if-di Horehound Syrup. 'Ile relief
2
for
26c
It
branch
of
the
_busines
s
known
Ireceived for a part only of their holdas the has given me is all that is necessary
her, that is to put t. rout within the Stead, attorney general of the state Grape fruit
4 for 25e Hohenzollern store
for me to say."
ings, in NoSember. 1902, from the
Commencing
Sold by an druggists.
next week -the forces which are en- of Illinois asking for a complete Bananas
11ke dos.
Prince Christian Hohelehe is antreasury of the Fideltty Trust comdeavoring to obtain a reeeiver foe her transcript of all testimony taken by Oranges
20c
dos.
other example pointed to. He eonpany $5,997,000.
Subscribe for the Su..
...
estate on the ground that she is bor- the interstate commerce commission Apples
25c peck.
"If the. theory of the stockholdIn
Chicken
Its
hearing
s
at New York,
dering on senile dementia.
750.
35c
to
ers be correct, that the surplus of this
Opening bill Tuesday in that
Turkeys
She ineende, it is said, to gnawer
15c lb.
company in law belongs to them, the
greatest of problem plays
any subpoena served on her, and to tA mound of walrus' tusks was re- Rabbits
1,5c each
present. surplus Of 118,500,00e at.
.
appear before a magistrate if called cently unearthed by railroad engi- Eggs
21Jc dos:
fonts $204 for ea'-'n dollar of the $91,
Better
neers in California.
upon.
She
25c lb.
will
testify
to
anything
Popular Prices
000 contributed te the enterpriseand
Warn
which the ootrrt eh.a1.1 rule It relevant
•
17c. Mr.
this
additio
in
n to annual dividends
15c, 25c, 35c
Sausage
ilJe M.
to the CAFE..
of $200,000, or 219 per cent, paid
Lard
VALL'ARGE FORMI-L.A.
Matinees 10e and 25e.
.
12c M.
for many years past.
Ladies free Tuesday night with
Sh! More Care for the Stockings Now
.eriater& Trust Funds.
SHERIFF TOO FRIENDLY.
A noted authority on diseasone paid 50c seat if purchased be"To be sure," said a demure young
"The assets of a life insurance
es of the throat and lungs, who
fore 5 o'clock Tuesday.
company are trust funds, and the woman with a blush on her dimpled
Judge Orders Coroner to Go After
established a camp for consumpSeats on sale Monday 9 a. m.
management of such a company must cheek, "the stowter onr dresses get
tives in the pine woods of Maine,
Boss Beef,
be deemed to be the management of the more attention'has to' be paid to
and whose remarkable cures
San Francisco, Cak, March 8.—AtSportsman--"I wonder what's be- a great trust. While it may be true, our stockings. Not that I mean to
there have attracted great attentorney Abraham Reef. the political
uome of Mike? I teed him to meet me as a strictly legal proposition, that say that women were careless before
tion from the medical world,
bolos of San Francisco and the dichere. Driver—"Aeh, 'es no use tell- the oliligations of the company t the walking skirts came into vogue.
treys that his entire treatment
tator of the administration's politics.
customer. "Too high?" ejaculated the policy holders are limited
by the but it is now necessary to have hos(testae* of fresh air, nourishIs still a fugitive from jure lee
Judy'
goes in at wan ear and out at the terms of the written contracts or iery that not only looks good, hut
ing tood and the Pure Virgin Oil
Dunne, before whom Ruef was to
other, 'Ore wather off a duck's back." policies which it issues, vet it is not also to have et the same color as our
of White Pine Trees mixed with I hare been tried today
on five chargesi
gowns. Indeed, it is not a bad idea
-.....0•••••••••1116-Whiskey and Glycerine, in the
of extortion, decided that
Sheriff
to have the shoes match the hose.
—
following proportions:
' O'Neill, said to be a (lo'
pereona',
The skirts are so dainty nowadays
Virgin Oil of Pine (Pure,) Ili Os.
friend of Ruef, had not shown
that the thick-soled 'sensible' sheet('
due
Glycet the
2 "
diligence in searching for Reef
would look like hobnailed boots on al
and
Good Whisky
appointed Coroner Walsh as elisor
man la evening clothes. Hence titled
to
Used in teaspoonful doses
sefve a bench warrant on the
is one thing for which we have to
flotidcri
every four hours.
boes
thank short skirts
Oh. yes, I know
It is claimed that the above
this Is a great drawback to the Demixture will heal and strengthThe Time for Crying.
partment of Street Cleaning; but. reen the hings,break up a cold in
I
A bey living on Linwood
ally, a woman cannot always he a
Roulet
twenty-four hones, and cure
yard came back from the
public benefactor. Long ago we were
skating
any cough that Is curable.
, pond during the cote
accused of causing microbes to citel'
weather last
The ingredients can be rivet- !week,
wet to the skin. He alighted
culate in the streets• because of the
ed from any good prescription
from a Brooklyn-avenue
eweepleg of Our skirts. Now that we
car and
druggist at small cost and can be
went "sloshing" down the
have short gowns and colored stockstreet toeasily mixed In your own home. l wards
home, He uttered no cornings to match, we probably will be
Inquiry at the prescription de- 'plaint. But
when he got within teenaccused of growing too theatrical in
partment of a
leadIng
t' rods of his home lee let
local
our appearance. But where there's a
out a yell
pharmacy elicited the Informa- ' that was
beard two Meeks and then
man there's a complaint."--New
tion that. Virgin Oil of Pine 'ran into
the house crying.
York Press.
(Pure) Is put up only in half"pore son! What on earth
le the
ovine! vials for dispensing. Itach
er?" exclaimed the fond mothLord Stratheona, now In England,
vial is securely sealed In a round
er.
hgs been informed Ay- a cable diswooden case
with engraved
"Sk-sk-skatin' an' fell in," he blubpatch that about 50,000 men will be
wrapper, with the name---Virgin , tiered. •
required by contractors for railway
011 of Pine (Pure). Onaranteed
"Well my boy," chided the mothwork in Western Canada Itirtng the
nnder the Food and Drags Act.
er, "why did you wait until
outing summer.
you got
of June 311, 1901',, eerie! number
home to cry?"
451. Prepared only by beach
"Well," stuttered the future
Japan's exports of porcelain ware
Great
Cheenical Co.. Clectnnati, I.-Seeress
Pd-d-durn it all, there wasn't
---&-ess..—Lsestseeseteeteeseee
to the United Slates are Increasing
Plainly printed thereon.
none o' you there t-t-to
Only
rapidly. They were about 1.2.800,000
bear tat.
Ike cheaper Ore are Rohl In bulk. % What good Would
it a46ne!"
worth
in 1905. against .1.1100.,00n
•
but these produce nausea,
and
Iworth in ,1905. and three and on.-never effeSt' the desired results.
A man he* to have
fnefteporated.
lot of sense
half 'as iniich as In 1902,
to get the credit for it.

"The Pearl of the South"

GERTrUDE

^

About to Cobble Up Funds
Policy Holders

THE SMART SET

coNntiTTEE

-

Popular Prices

10c=20c=30c

BARGAIN MATINEE
Satuy

23

Monday Night, Mar. 11

Donnelliaaffield
MAGNIFICENT MINSTRELS
The best of the
Good Ones.

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

A tonic-stimulant which keeps the old young and the young strong.
It is invaluable for over-worked men; delicate women and sickly
children. It cures consumption. Beware of cheap imitations and
substitutes. They are dangerous. Guard against refilled bottles.
Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey is sold by all druggists, grocers and dealers, or direct, at $1.00 a bottle. Doctibr's advice and illustrated medical booklet sent free. Duffy Malt Whiskey Co., Rochester, N. Y.

A Big Company
A Great Show

No Advance in Prices

Back Again

URGES
TODAY'S MARKETS L

PILES

WILLARD MACK
And

eke

MAUDE LEONE

FIVE NIGHTS
AND'
WO MATINEES
Wednesday and Saturday

Tuesday Night, March 12

•

TO LET

SOWING THE WIND

Several 'superior offices on second and
third floors of our building, provided with
heat, water, light, electric elevator an,ci modern
sanitary arrangements.
Prices lowest in city for similar offices—
double offices especially adapted for dentists

and 50c.

American-German National Bank
227 Broadway

DO YOU

Ask any dealer for
the oldest bottled in
bond whiskey he
has in stock and you
will get either
EARLY TIMES or
JACK BEAM. It's
eight summers old.

COOK WITH GAS

Jmatt

If not let us talk it over with
you. Telephone us and our
representative will call.

Old Phone 2481

New Phone 281

6h e

Paducah Light

Power Co.

•

•

FRIDAY, MARCH A.

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
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ANOTHER CLAUDE MELNOTTE

4

•
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FACIE THRIall.

AAP-.
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I

OUTfliTtR5

3,4,rt, BROADWAY
PADUCAH , KY

eaatabliiified 186t4

Men's and Young Men's

CORRECT SPRINfi APPAREL
HE art;stic and skillful touches of America's foremost custom
tailoring geniuses are prominently reflected in the magnificent new Spring Clothes that will be on display tomorrow
.0 Jo
at Wallerstein's. This is a progressive store---every season
we aim to surpass all our previous efforts-that this showing,
in point of assortments, elegance and completeness -is the greatest
Wallersten's have-ever- attempted will- be readily conceded.
Wallerstein's clothes are "clothes that satisfy"---they are expertly constructed of the very best materials by experienced craftsmen and we therefore know and can recommend their service-giving
and satisfying qualifications.

T

Smart Spring Suits
Many beautiful lines of Grays, Browns, Blues, Blacks and extremely new
novel effects will be shown tomorrow--- cut in the new and very fashionable
single and double breasted two and three button styles. Some are solid colors
in the various shkrles, others are invisible stripes and plaids with solid colored bodies.

$10.00 to $40.00
Come Saturday and acquaint yourseli with the fashions that will reign this spring.

,

RIVER NEWS

4.treer,

•
•r

Spring
Furnishings
ITH the advent of Spring new
styles in Haberdashery are
willingly ushered in. An inspection
of our well selected stock will help
you to decide on what to wear for
the coming season.

W

•

Neckwear

In a profusion oT beautiful
colors. The various shades
of gray and hello, in plaids. stripes and diagonals
will be most popular for spring wear, and the
four-in-hand and batswing the correct shapes

25t tO $1.50

1
.
"

hi rts
S
-------- -

In all the new styles, plaited and plain
Mints, in dainty figures and neat
stripes; also many novelties in dirk and light
grounds. Cuffs either attached or detached.

$1.00 to $5.00
Hosiery

In the popular solid colors, gray,
holio, myrtle, cadet, magenta, tan

and nobby pled effects made of fine lisle thread,
some plain, others are lace and some With silk
clock stitching.

25c to $1.50
See the Window Display

.fial
)4
)
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Agiesseseawease•esseeseasseeasseasseseseseNe 'tray to Cincinnati. The Peters bee
should pass down Prom Cincinnati on .
Saturday afternoon for Memphis.
With tasa barges of corn in tow.1
at -I
the John S. Summers arrived
noon today from Cairo. The corn
will be shipped from here to NashItistr Stages,
Cairo
37.4 k).4 rise ville, or tthe Summers will go on

MN=

AND BOYS

MEN

11

/tail

2e/I

St. Louis, Mara
John- with her own money, and that her
son, bell boy and night watchman, is husband returned with her. Then he
• another Claude Melnotte. Posing as a was ordered away from her home.
railroad promoter of wealth and
*pending his scant savings with a
DETECTIVES' GOOD WORK
lavish hand at a summer resort, he
won the love of Miss Mary E. Youree•Will Haire Salutary Effect Ott Pilferof this city, daughter of a- wealthy
ing FAnployes.
t'etired physician.
But the similarity of Bulwer's
All the wholesale houses in the city
character ends there. Miss Youree,af- will receive direct benefit from Deter she discovered the deception, did tective T. J. Mobre's good work in
not learn to love the deceiver for his 'racing down a system of stealing in
own sake, as did the Lady of Lyons. Dreyfuss, Well & company's estabInstead, she filed suit for divorce iishment. The small size of some of
Johnson was known to her as Harry he packages makes It difficult to
13. Winter, and she wedded him un- arevent pilfering, but salutary effect
der that name, last year, and as Mrs. prom Detective .atioore's work La this
Winter she filed her divorce peition ease is expected to result immediatetoday.
ly. Detective Moore ha a slim clew
Takes Role of Promoter.
to start with but' in the few hours of
Johnson for sevearal years was em- the several days he spent on the case
ployed at the Peckham hotel as a bell he disclosed the system used by the
bey and later as night watchman. He two employes of this firm. One of
became ill last summer from rheu- them left before Detective Moore got
matism. Guests at the hotel made up the case in hand,and the other, while
a Imo* to send him to Okawyille,being. examined ese_aped through.A..
-ill:, to take the baths there. To this window and is understood to be in
purse Johnson added his savings.
Arkansas. They had placed him in a
At Okawville Jollason tcame te room while examining another empromoter.
ploye and he escaped, going to his
Dr, Youree was at the springs with home. where he secured money with
which te clear out.
his wife and daughter.
"Mr. Winter," slightly lamed by
the rheumatism, was pale and inter- VIOLATES ALIEN LABOR
ACT
• esting. His achievements In promot.ing big railroad deals charmed the South Carolina Has No Right to Pay
girl.
Fare of, immigrants.
After Miss Youree returned to St.
Louis "Mr. Winter" as received as
Washington, D. C., March 8.- An
a welcome guest atitiriehome. The, opinion by Attorney General Bonamarriage took place there Sept. 5,. parte bearing on the legality of the
and the young couple set out on a, action of the South Carolina authoriwedding trip to Denver.
ties in bringing to the United States
Money Gone, Bliss Ends.
a shipload of immigrants holds that
The happiness might have contin- it is. unlawful for a state governued indefinitely if "Mr. Winter's" ment to pay the passage of intending
money had held out. But it didn't. Immigrants or to assist immigration
His wife avers that in Denver be
otherwise than by advertisements.
to borrow money from her. She
declares that she returned to St.
A profit is not without hOnor save
Louis on a railroad ticket purchased when investigated.

Chattanooga
9.6 1.6 fall through.
!
The John S. Hopkins was today's
Cincinnati .....
27.7 0.6 fall
!Evansville
27.8 0.6 rise Sransville Packet..
The Saltilk) arrived today ..1seitinal
IFIOreace
12.0. 1.6 'fall
2'4.0 0.6 fall ..120 expected time from the TensesJohnsonville
Louisville
fall ..see river bound for St. LOtels.
9.8
It was 1 o'clock last night before
Mt. Carmel
155
7.9 1.7
Nashville
33.8 2.21 fall the Bottorff got away for Nashville,
Pittsburg ......
4.9 .0.3 tall and the packet %vial try to get back
on time to leave Monday for ClarksDavis Island Dam-Miaaing.
St. Louts
13.6 0.2 fall ville.
the
The Margaret arrived from
Mt Vernon
117.-e
190.6 t.
Paducah
32.3 0.5 riss Tenneseee river early this morning
.4-1,th a tow of ties, and left today for
the' Mississippi river.
Small rises in the river are rEgizThe Dunbar will not get away untered every morning and the uncertomorrow. The karreater Is gettain weather keeps the laver front ril
ting
in shape to leave in a day or so.
intelests in suspense as to what the
No mtse of the LeShe fleet probably
fall
may
rain
river will do. Enough
will lease until next week.
julto keep the river up pretty well
A \Vest Kentucky Coal company
then
and
ant the .reguktr spriqg rise
tias pulled out, on the docks tos
barge
things Will be booming. With the
day for repairs.
year
rise
this
tni:d winter, the spring
should not be large unless the river
Official Forecasts.
remains high. The stage this mornfrom Evansville to Cairo
The
OhAuct
ing was 32.3 wit Isa rise of
will continue rising slowly during the
esterday.
we date last year the
next 24 hours.
t.t.age was 2\4.7. Business at the
The Tennessee from Florence to.
wharf is still heavy with most of the
the mouth will continue falling durvackets late.
ing the next 24 to 36 hours.
It is reported that Frank MolineThe 'Mississippi from below St.
ki, second clerk on 'the Dick Pow:es,
louls
to slightly about Calm, will
who left the boat a fey. daywagsts oacontinue to tali q•lovrly during the
sensibly from sickness, was .married
next 24 hours.
In Fultou to Mies -Hassle °outlay, of
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel, will
that Place.
slightly during the next 21 hours.
rise
Walter Simpson has gone on the
Mary Michael as head engineer.
V.‘I.E GRADUATES TO DIG CANAL 1
Pete WIPeon has returned to his
FewDick
head
mate
the
as
on
Post
Twenty-five College Men Ask 'For
or, after *ttendfig his sick brother's
Appointtnents in Panama.
bedside.
Joe Holland, a Cumberland. river
New Haven, Conn., March
pilot for the Ayer-Lord Tie company,
Yale will gen,' a squad of adventurhas gone on the Cksatala, the harbor
ous members of the senior class to
boat. 1341-1 Smith is on the invern:as
help dig ike isthmian canal as soon
RS
c theirdiTIOninas
hi
'arrAtry
O'Sullivan,
superinGerstein Dan
June. ully 25 who are looking for
tendent of the Mound City WU)R, is
ptOinisIng business opening at
v:alting Captain 'Mike Williams, of
graddation have wlatten to Secretatte Paducah ways. Gant. O'Sullisan
ry of War Taft asking his help in seas atesistunt to Gaistain
curlag an opnning. He has responded,
when he was superintendent of the
to
pointing out the positions open
Mound my ways.
colege graduates, but as the places
The Condor was let off the ways
are filled by civil service appointInto the river this morning after re- ment, the Yale adventurers Will have
ceiving rePairs. The Condor will re- to take their chances with other asturn to Calm
pirants. Most of them are taking en
The Ithrry Browh, with e big tow itineeriegb courses in
the Sheffield
of empties, Deemed up lost night? from
SciAtIfic school.
Nen Orleans for Pithristrrg.
Pt Cioit has shipped Ns second en- Indian Woman heachess 1.40 trurr.
gineer on ti i Dick Fowler in the
VaTparaisrs Chile, Ma eeh 8 --The
pnce of Dow Weethrook. who will death of an Indian womah a-ho was
opikritu) his mineral spring.
reported to i.e 140 ears old hos or
lffertness was fair for the 'Dick curred near -()some.
,PosvhdirkhI. rriernitig lit 'the 'Niro
--/rhe merehaint stio thinks yeti.
i:te, but with a big trip, the Ken- are ,worth "advertising to" Is prett)
tra(i
tucky- arilved this morning before sure to he worthy of your redirects-xi
dont from the tint4seee river, and attention.
*ix go down to lop* and, untioatt.
The 0•90risist hoe Wilt &retro bate \.Reform in g Is solsinut an tottornatic
thIs afternoon from Memphis on ter:process.
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Ghe Boys'Shop
"There's
a comforting sense of Certainty when a Mother buys anythirg. in
k
The 1..' ovs' Shop. Qj coarse she don't have to examine . it.fol its quality,
.
1
and a. .for its style, she Knows it's Absolute in its Authority."

Boys,' Spring Clothes
HE showing of Spring Clothes in The Boys' Shop,
like those for his father and big brothers, even surpasses Any of our previous efforts. All styles---Buster
' Browns, Sailor Blouses, Peter Pails, Norfolks, Betted''
Suits and, the conservative double breasteds, made with
•
both plaill and knickerbocker pants-will he found in a
bewildering array of hapdsome and attractive patterns-furthermore one of the most attractive features to the line
this spring are the prices-

T

,

•

I

...

$2.00 to $10.00

Come at your earliest convenience and be convinced, also
NOTICE THE CORNER WINDOW.
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the Cabucab Sun.

and
the bartender could sever
that
the
man
had
owed the
bartender the sum for a long time,
ATTIRMOON AND WEEKLY
and had just decided to pay him,
and by the same mental process that
INCOOtroRATKD
dictated the opinion in a previous
T. M. FISHER, Presidema
R. V. P.e.XTON, General Manager.
case that there was no evidence of
SIDISCRIPTION RATW.S.
isolation of the Sunduy taw. it could
Watered at the postomee at Pedhisaii.
be assorted that there is no eildence
second class matter s

rIUDAY, NUMMI B.

,S1

Thews-

Poseideet Mckinite apeeintedt
Lyman J. Gage, who had been at the
head of.. great (Vetoer° bank, sod he
was succeeded by [eel i.e M. Shaw,
who had been a banker in loan. Now
Mrs. Cynthia Harvey. '
comes Mr. Coseelyou, who toe never
MUST ALL BIG BMBU1LT. SAPS h.
Mrs. Cynthia Harvey, 39 yeefs
to snow or rain a cold comes.
worked in a trienk in any capacite.
H. HARRI3Lk.N.
and whose kreseledge of the business wife of James W. Harvey, drfver for
Fire company, No, 1, died yesterday
is purely theoretical.
noon of erysipelas, at her home,
at
711111 DAILY SUN
in this Mate.
The selection of a man whom they
By carrier, per week......
522 Tennessee street -She wias a na- Six Foot Gauge and Heavie Rails
regard
r
withou
experi
t
spoken
ence
is
By mall, per month, in &draws .25
tive of Christian county and she and
Platitude about harmony between
With Steel Cars For Future
of unfavorably 'by some banker's.
By mall, per year, in .dvanes.. Lie
Willeure in one night-it will al ways prevent
the public and the adueuistration of
Mr. Harvey had been maeried
18
Service.
They think ode of their own kind
TIM IS'ENKLY SUN
a cold if taken on coming in out of the wet.
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return tonight from Memphis, Tenn., brother, Augustus Morris, and his
G. Boone, was instructed to corresSebastopol, March 8.-As General
where he has been making a series of father A. B. Morris,
pond with the Mate officere in regard
F. G. Rudolph qualefied. as adulatNeplueff,
commandstnt
of
fortress
noon-day Lenten talks_to men under.
the
- Ursa Soot Destroyer.
'to Mils matter.
or this morning for Ambrose
here, who has juet been transferred
the auspices of the Brotherhood of
-For Da Pendley ring 416.
Fine -reports were made by the
Gordon
Coghill.
for
duty
at
a
leers
hazardous
St.
Andrew
post,
was
of that city.
-For CopeLend'a stable phone 100
chairmen of the different departments
Master David Wright, the little
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath
400% driving through. the city this evening of the work outlined.
to attend a farewell' banquet at the
Police Court.
son of the Rev. D. C. Wright, was hit
Broadway, Phone 196.
The open meeting, was In charge
Will Ratcliff, colored, was presentyesterday by a ball thrown by some
-Drink Belvedere the master palace seven en hie honor by Admiral
of the Art department of the club,
Sierydloff, a bomb was ,teercorn under
older boys who were playing ball in ed in the police court this morning
brew.
and was a most delightful and intera vacant lot on Kentucky avenue. He on a warrant issued over a year ago,
-Uprighs pianos from $150 to his (areas*, and exploded. The caresting occasion, attracting marry outwas badly cut over the left eye, but but etwaped. He wits caught yester$200, to reduce our stock of slightly riage was ehattened. The general susside the club members and crowding
day and was fined $15 and costs this
not seriously so.
used pianos we make these offers. W. tained injuries on the feet_
His
the halt Mies Julia Scott sang most
C. H. Blaney, a popular conductor morning.
coraehman was wounded-, a
T. Miller & Bro., 5I•S Broadway.
woman
, impressively, "Angels
Bright and on the Ilea:rots
Henry Skeitton, charged with tapCentral, has returned
--The Ilitinoie Centnal pay car will Who was passing sustained serious
Fair," In openings and was followed
from a trip to Hot Springs for his ping the till lest night of the saloon
arrive in Paducah 'Mardh 15, and pray injuries, and the horses that were
by Miss Alioe Compton in a charming health-.
Mr. Blaney is fully recupee- run by George Backer on Caldwell
drawing the vehicle were crippled.
here that day.
account of "The Angel,and the Saint ated,
street, was presented this morning,
-,Sow our Lawn Grasteatagget and The man who threw the bomb got
in Art." illustrated with a number of
Senator Wheeler CarapbelewhO has but the case was continued uutil Mon
away4
. This is the second seriOus atleave fine fawn. Biederman
's.
beautiful stereopticon -views on the been
ill of grip, was in his office this day morning.
-Wedding invitations, announce- tempt made uoon the life of General
subject. Mrs. David Flournoy renmorning.
Stanley C. Bates was fined $1 for
ments an every character of en- Neplueff within a year.
dered the "Ave Maria" from OavalMrs. Hiram Smedley continues
graved work is given careful, per. drunkenness. A warrant against J.
ues
a ST
*Ha Rneticana's with charm, intro- improve
FOR RENT- Newly • furnished
from her operation
sonal attentlon at The Sun.
M. Worten for obstructing the streets
109011,0016 FOR THIEF WHEN FREE. during
Mies Anna Webb's beautiful Louis hospital.
Modern conveniences, es0
rooms.
was
dismissed,
-Sextor., the sign
writer, all
talk on "The 'Mother of Christ." This
North Sixth Street.
Detective William Baker returned
kinds of sign and advertising writing, Government Can't Find Owners of
was illustrated by stereopticon- pictSEND your clottres to the Faultearly this morning from Lexington,
CUMBF/BLAND CHURCH
.
Stolen Gold Dust.
. Sze painting of every charactev, insleets inc-lading the ltalearn, German.
4 Broadwey.
less ?resting el1at, 302,
where
he
carriedSIde work end carriage painting and
Oen
nits
ELECTS
Reed
to
NEW
the
OFFICERS.
Seattle, Wash.. March R.-When Flemish and Spanisth masters of the
High & Browger, proprietors. Beta
Making. Phone 401
reform sataxe. Reed was sentenced
George &Nerds Adams, a self-con- Madonna in art. The *stereopticon
phones 1507.
•
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
-Fine carnations at 50c per dozen
The Oumberland Presbyterians met for two years in the reform school by
fessee embezzler Scorn the United slides were very fine, reproducing the
at Brur.sons, 529 Broadway.
juvenae
the
POSITION WANTED- By young
in the Sunday school room of the
court for stealing some
high-grade
MITCHELLS
bicyfor
States assay office, gets out of the gorgeous colorings of the paintings.
-City Treasurer J. J. Dorian is
man age 23. Have had experience in
First Christian chnrch last night. Af- money from'Clarence Dikereon.
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
penitentiary at McNeill's Island six
The entertainment was repeated
paying off salaries today to the city
Chief of Police James Collins
all kiwis of clerical wotk. Can furter an address by the Rev. J. T. Baryears hence, he. will be -a wealthy fiat night for the, benefit of the school
FOR Heating and Btoyewood ring nish 'best of reference. Address M,
employes and officers. His office is
bee officers were elected and install- could find oust nothing about Frank
man. having saved about $20').000 chtedren. All the children from the
437 F. Levin.
the most attrac
care Sun.
et*spot in the city
Few,
a man the chief of police ee Ated. Much enthusiasm was manifested
out of 'his peculation, of gold dust Home ot the Friendless were present.
HOUSEHOLD goods forisale. Aptoday. for-the rounicOal.'servants.
and everybody present seemed great- lanta, (Ia., is seeking. 'Chief Collins
FOR SALE-Two-room -house near
from Alaska miners.
-Globe Werracee firing oases and
ly benefited by Rev. Barbee's work received, a long distance message ply 516 Harrison.
Salem avenue, on lot 4.0x120 to alley:
The
government
is
in
peculiar
a
Musical Tonight.
all supplies for them, also the best
here. Just before closing the services from the Atlanta chief, who said his
FOR SALE-Nice harness horse. out-houses, etc. H. C. Hollins, TrueThere will be a musical this even- a motion was made awl
line of carbons. A full line of blank position eegeeding Adams' ease. Prosadopted sister, Miss ,Lillee Few, worked for Apply 1120 Madison.
heart Bldg. Telephone 117,
books and all kinds of office supplies. ecution was brought against the Than ing at 8 O'cioek in the lecture room unanimously that ehu
the Home Sewing Machine csin pan y
SAilsE--House
goods.
110
hokl
FOR
FOR Sada-a-Brick store-house,
Telephone orders promptly filled. Old and, the government has been acting of the Broadway Methodist church vote of thanks to the arst Chris- here.
street,
Phone
Seventh
North
287.
stories, good condition, desirably
two
a
as
collector
for
miners
under
the
who
the
auspices of the Trimble tian church, which has _keen so kind
phone 43$. j D. _Clements
located, $3,7:00, on long time. H. C.
ere dafratidact W1flieratticsale all Street lind Broadway Methodist Home and liberal
sAl.F.--Darre
FOR
o
Plymouth
in granting the use of the
-Now Se the time to sow your
Marriage Licenses.
claims filed, only $43,200 ties been Mission societies. An attractive pre- church.
rock egge, $1 per 15./Phone 144.0. Hollins, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone
Willis Phillips to Mrs. Delete
lawns, and we have two kinds, and
claimed and the remainder the gov- gram will be rendered under the diHorse and buogY t‘r sale. Apply 127.
Huff.
-bathe high grade Da Wit Seeds, at
ernment cannot hold., although up- rection of Mrs. P. H. Fields, who
-FOR BALE-Excellent warehouse
Broadway..
George Morgan to Mre, Mee May. 333
Biederman's.
_
_
ward of $2.5.0:000t0 in gold dust was gave the concert recently at the
property on N. C. tracks 165 feet and
BABY BUGGY for stele; In good
-You know
your calling cards stolen he. Adawe,
100 feet on street, including
Third Street Methodist church.
WOMEN DEFEAT M. 0. PROJECT
condition. Apply 528 South Fourth.
are correct when they come from The
Bankruptcy.
11 room house with outbuildings ant
CLOtHES cleaned and re/141mi il one frame business house, $2,650 H.
Sun. Script cards and plate $1.60 a
A. C. ,Lasher was elected trustee of
Missionary Tea of Grace Church.
Struck With Bat.
Fair Sex at Pella, In., By Efforts Sehundred, be Old English $3.
the J. D. Foley estate In atnithiand Jas. Buff'', Phone 956-a.
C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rentals.
W-hile playing baseball yesterday.
The Woman's Auxiliary of Grace
cures Plurality..
yesterday. J. C. Parsons was elected
OVERSTREET, the painter. New Telephone 121.
-City Clerk Henry Bailey will be Earl Steineauer, of 427 South
Fifth Episcopal church is having the Mistrustee of the J. H. Nelson & -Sons phone 1026, old phone 875.
kept busy with an assent making street, was struck in the eye
Pelia, la., March 8.-The women
-with a sionary Tea for March this afternoon
FOR SALE-223 acre farm sir
estate.
out the city tax bills. The work will bet. At drst It was
$210.00 folding baby buggy for sale
thought he was at the parish house. India Missions in a special election today defeated
'miles from Paducah
on the Cadre
require until June to tinieh.
cheap. 1/014 Jefferson street.
seriously injured, but this morning Is the subject for discussion. Mrs. M. he p'an for municipal ownership by
I gravel road. Bargain if sold at once.
-Use Soot Destroyer.
America
as
Peacemaker,
-4'0R-RENT- Two nice front Terms to suit purchaser. Plenty of
his condition was improved and he B. Nas'n is the hostess.
a margin of 7 votes. The proposition
Guatemala City, March 8.- The rooms with board. 317 N. 7th St.
-We desire to announce to the will be out in a day or two.
was to issue bonds to buy the wee'
fruit. Well improved. Address Ger.
public that the temporary abandonKalotesphic Club Diecuss French
works system. The women opposed American charge d'affaires has gene
FOR SALE--Ladles western side- J. Jones, R.. F. D. No. 2, Paducats
ment, by the Traction company, of
Dramatinto.
the idea because It would put the to Hentluna,s, where he will attempt to saddle, in good order, cheap. Apply Ky.
The Glean Blowers.
their owl car service will not effect
TheaKakidershic. club beta -an 'in- city heavily in debt. They worked settle the ddfferences with Nicaragua. at Kettler house 321 S. Third street,
Back man's glass blowers, opposite
FOR 11A1,16--Pour-room cotiage
our prices to and from depot. We Palmer House, continue
FOR' RENT-One nice front room. on lot 50x105 to 16 foot alley, into draw im- teresting meeting thde morning watt hard and used every influence to poll
will continue to serve all who may mense crowds of enthusiastic
Miss Kelateen Whitened on Ken- votes favorable to their cause.
Astronomers are trying to photo- furnished; 7,22 Kentucky ave. Old chiding stable.
Situated Harrlsoe
vlsit- 1
favor us with tbeir patronage, at the ors with their splendid
graph the sun's corona without an phone 22107.
street. $1,e00. H C. Hollins, Rea:
exhibition. tucky avenue. 4Current Topics" was
prevailing day rate. Palmer Tran.sfer Saturday will positively be
theft' last presented by Mrs. David Flournoy. NOW IT'S A SAUERKRAUT TRUST eclipse from the Janssen ObservatoWANTED-Lace curtains to wait Estate and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
Co.
ry on the summit of Mont Blanc.
day here and on that afternoon 300 "Sarden, Life, Dramatic Art and
or rough dried washing. No. 72.0 Telephone 127.
--- -This is the weither that you glass ships will be given to the chil- Plays" was discussed be Miss Frames Manufactureet Meet at Toledo and
Washington street. Emma Bainbridge
WANTED-We have a buyer for a
Decide
FOR
to
Wallace
Form
"The
BALEOrganization.
Fine
Power
and
wailing
Force
yacht,
dren.
should use Fears-deed Soot Deraroyee.
of
FOR RENT-Third floor over farm of about e(1 acres within five or
white cedar, copper fastenings, with
Rostanet's Dramatic Work" was Oven
It will save coal and clean flues.
Frank
.Inst's barber shop, 117 N. 4th six miles of Paducah., Call telephone
Toledo, Ohio March 8.- Repre- cabin furniture. Cost $750. Will sell
by Mae Kathleen
Two Acres $1.000.
Whitefiebd. "L'-Belvedere oeer is a home pro117 or come to our office. H. C. Hoe
Apply
St.
F. M. Fisher, Post Office.
sauerkrgut 'menu- for $125. You will have to hurry if
On Clinton road between list and Aigion" was discussed by the club sentatives from
duct. Remember that.
lins, Trueheart Bldg.
Three room house
faeturers of Illinois, New YoriaMich- you want bargain. Can be seen in -FOR
--If you haven't time to go home Z2nd streets. Big bargain.
Half in genera:.
FOR SALE--South Side. 11 blocks
with bath, 317'Ohio. Apply
Igen, Ohio, Wisconsin and Indiana Island Creek. See Capt. Hendricks.
West
for dinner try Vahiteheaile Zeic din- cash.
from Broadway, good neighborhood,
Kentucky Coal Co.
met here today for the purpose of
Whittemore Real Estate Agency,
Crescendo Club.
ner, 215 Broadway.
five rooms, pantry, two porches, outVu AN1'ED-$3,000 on real estate
The Creeeendo club met with Miss effecting a permanent organization.
--Kosher Sausage and Meats at Fraternity Building. Both phones 836.
houses, lot 50x1112 with alley, $1.eppointed
Virginia Newell yesterday afternoon Commmittees were
to
In Paducah. Address L. A. B., P. 0.
Bledermen's.
-5tee.
Call Hotline, telephone 117.
draw
up a constintion and by-laws.
at her studio on North Seventh street.
Subscribe foe-lhe Sun.
Box, 673, City.
---The Red Men hold tbeir reguler
Trueheart building.
meeting tonight to take in the candiI
FOR, RENT-Ten-room frame resFOR SALE-aewtn Side, ten blocks
Fell Four Stories.
dates wont red ,Ivy the two contesting
idence, Jefferson street, $3,5
par from
Broadway, five-room house.,
Cincinnati,
March
--Miss
8
Clara
sides; in the membership contest, the
,month. H. C. Hollins, telephone lee,
stable, buggy house, etc., shade trees,
iluschman,
a
daughter
prominent
of
Howling Heroes and Bonnie Braves.
hon--Olit chain puree. Reward brick walks around house, 41,50o.
surgeon, fell through an elevator
The contest will close the lest Friday
If returned to Pearl Blum, 815 Jef- H. C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rentshaft,
stories,
four
to
basement
the
in this month.
ferson.
als, Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 127.
of the Mercantile Libra-ry. building
-teeow
Biederman's
Evergreen
ONE nice front room furnished for
FOR SALE-North Side residence)
his
afernoon,
was
and
instantly
killasawn Grass Seed and be up with the
rent, Bath and all modern conveni- of eight rooms, bath, sewbrage Exitrsw roaiG
ed.
times and have
-Pretty lawn. Do
ences. Apply 918 Broadway.
cellent location for hoarding house,
not forget that we have ewe klads.
CIMMTIMCIMP2..
TETI"'
15rr--1 convenien:
FOR BALE-7'Our room tomes, Is-at bete nftt111,
It is eta .d 'that J. Plerpont Mor-City subscribers to the Daily
40x165 feet, on South Fourth near payments. H. C. Hotline, Real Esgan has been able to purehase seven
Sun who wish the delivery of their
Suppose your cook i• m•cl
Tennessee street. Liberal terms. S. tate and Rentals, Trueheart Bldg.
valuable Van Dyck
Witting"; from
papers stopped must notify our colOr bad
Telephone 1- 27.
A. we, telephone 964.
the family of the Marquis of Cattalectors or make their requests diAnd malice. your horn• lit.vary sad:
neo, of Italy. The other seven they
FOR SALK- -We have a complete
SALE---Acre
FOR
property
just
rect to Tne Sun office. No attention
Well, can't a cook more glad
possessed have been bought by the
beyond city limits, affording excellent list of desirable real estate and can
Be had
will be pall to such orders when
And have the satisinvestment at $300 per acre
By putting in • little AD.?
There is gladneea In her gladnacs when Berlin Museum.
H. C. furnish whet ypu want. If you do
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. Co.
faction of knowing
she's gladHollins,
Real
Estate.
Telephone UM not find what you want in our adver-Drink Belvedere the
Paduoac
jug there is none
"Look, papa," said the small girl
-- F0(T'.40.--Long mourning veil on tised offers, call telephone 127. We
beer.
as she and her father passed the
Trueheart
better. Knox styles
Kentucky avenue, between Sixth and have It. H. C
-Place your orders for wedding
Bldg.. Real Esate and Rentals.
church where the little one had been
exclusive.
just
are
Seventh.
late
Wednesday
invitations at home. The Sun teems
afternoon.
baptized. "There is the place where I
FOR SALE-Four-room- -Louie,
Apply at Sun office and pay for ad.
enough to be disas great an assortment as you find
was crystalized"
having pantry, 2 porches; tot 241)5
anywhere at prices much lower than
tinct and admired by
FOR StAiLE--Faxon addition, lots
211. Situated short_distance from
you pay eltewhere.
from $1.5,0 to $225.0e. 56x193. H.
all good dressers.
The moettetettrattive peaches VOW
end of Trimble &reet car line, $1,250.
--Yon can tell by looking at the
C. Hollins, Real Estate and Rentals. Terms $200 cash,
on family tepee.
balance monthly.
beautiful lean
where Flietierman's
Trueheart Bldg. Telephone 137.
H. C. Wane, Real Testate and RentRages grade Lawn fermis Seeds; have
FOR SALE-3,004) fruit trees.' als, Tnieheart Bldg. .
CUT FLOWERS.
been used. Now is the time as vow
Several vartetteteof apple, peach,pear
Choice Carnations, per dos. .... 5.0t
Maine
and we have that good
sour
and cherry. Albert Sherron NurseryRotas, beet grade per dos. ..
lent
I1A"h
I.
Wi
C114°
en
torh
. shops,ugtoodnelbl
Ti Nea
.orxi
seed.
men, Pedticah, Ky., Route 2. Phone three-room
Roman Hyacinths, white, per' doz. 5ta
house with pantry, large
--The Royal stripe in Men's neck.alfj,
ring
4.
A choice lot of Azaleas In any
and comfcirteble rooms, nicely feirn•
wear, now displayed at The New
color, Just beginning to bloom.
FOR
MEWTwo
!shed,
-niers
bricksubstantially beat and in good
fi
k
ig
Store, Culleyee la the newest thing.
Free delivery to any part of the
houses. Eleventh and Broadway, one condition. Fine fruit in beck yard,
--- hut the glatinoas of her gladness and
en0
c\
31rt
in the east and at the southern win- -and there's sadness In her sadness the satin...a
of her eadneati are
noth- city.
tem story
when she's radbrick
busInerat
bouse,a11,400. H. C. Hollins. WWI Estati
ter resorts It is very popular.
In( to h,,r madness when ehe's mad.
gy
The
SCHWA(TB HROB.
i fbirteenth and Clay. Pothwah Brew- vslabe
and Rentals,
tale, T_rnehe_ar
.li
t
Pats blItit:itee11113:21:-1111.1"4•
price la 60e. See It in the window.
Seth phone 191.
tag company.

yirst Jkowing of

PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

FUR Sail

4

'few Jkirts for Jpring
9his Week
Zlacks or

down Tu hART'S
a great Big pile
uv sTuff

yancies $10 to $20

guck,

geadq-to-Wear eepartment
Jecond yloor

Fur 10 cents
Hart haint got

no rume tu tel u
here. So kum down
and C 4 Ure self

6E0.0. HART & SONS CO

4

-

When the
Cook Throws
Things. .

K

ix

Wear a

KNOX FIAT

s

•

Alpines, Telescope and Stiff
Hats $5.00.

•

i

MINI Et
FRIDAT. MARCH S.

GERMANY AGREES NEWS OF KENTUCKY
TO TARIFF PLAN

......
eta*

.t.

When you find the smoker
Who knows, reading his evening paper at home after a good
mea1,4you1ll find him enjoying a

Black and
White
CIGAR -5c
This cigar has a high-class,imported Havana
filler and the best grade of Sumatra wrapper. This
fine combination, after
blending,
.... .. .._._.._
_ ._ and sea. _ .. skillful
- -- --.soning, produces an exceptionally enloyable blend.
BLACK AND WHITE is a 3-for-25c value for 5c.
"National" brands are always preserved in
perfect smoking condition by our patent conditioning cases.

Nluet Tragic Death.
Mallield, Ky., March S.—Robert
Gordon Johnson, eon of William M.
Two Years Extension of Et-- Johnsent, five mtles at of the city
met a most tragic death while hauling
isting Relations
togs to a saw mill. One of the wagon wheels elipped Into a rut causing
one of the logs to roll off onto the
Iii Meantime It Is Up to Us to Ar- young Itptt11. His bedy was horribly
crushed and one foot almoe cut off
range Aome Reciprocal Teettk*
by a log chain beconving entangled
With Kaiser.
around his leg. Drs. Diamukes were
sunirnened sad did all in their power
to save the young man, but the loss
FRANCE ABOUT TO ItErrALIATE. of blood and
the serious injuries that
he received caused him to die shortly.
after the doctors arrived., die was a
IA'atehington. March S.—Just at a grandson of Vayor A. J. Wens, of
tithe when France is talking about Mayfield, arid was a bright add inimposing restrictiobs on eAmerican dustrious boy The burial took piece
commerce, Germany, with a wise dip- Thursday afternoon at Spence* chapel
lomacy which has been se) character- The funeral service, were condnctel
istic of the' kaiser's government since bY -Rev. C. A. Warterileitt,
Baron Sternburg came to the United
States, practically lea.s concluded an
agreement esteuding the modus vivendi between the two countries for
at least anoher year. This means
that the United States will continue
to have the beeefit of the lowest German tart!! rates. -on- eV of sour products for another year from
next
June.

Danderine
MISS LEWIS' HAIR

GREW

AND WE CAN

PROVE IT
The Great Danderine Never Falls to Proouce the Desired Result:
then end it was-leas ihaa two Ice/ in length when
ham was y
ISS
Lewis'I\4 began using Dsnderine She say::: her hair and scalp are now fairly
she
teeming with new life and vigor.
It enThat's the main secret of this great remedy's success as a hair grower.
rf the
Incas, invigorates and fairly, electrifies lite hair glands and tissues
part of "hear two mast impor*Cali.), causing unusual and unheard-of pcti‘.;ty
growth
(ant organs, resulting in a stitenuous and continuous

I

of the hair.
a 'rho

following is • reproduction of Miss Lewis' last letter:

1-*

January 3, 1905.

tfl

Dear Doctor Knowlton:—
You know I told you -to my Gest Senor that Iny hair WOuld
togetLer
not reach Much helots no shoulders. and that. •Il of it
ool) made one tiny braid.
I an mendiag you m) photograph, which I had taken at Stevens
Bros. It tells the whole story better than I can tell it.
doing
Every-body I know is using Dandertne. so „you see I am
something ii. Show lay appreciation.
Sincerely yours, (Mier) EVA LEWIS.

Date for Powene Trial.
Judge J. E. Robbina, who was recently appointed special judge to try
Ca:eb Powers by Gov. Beckham, today notified the attorneys on both
sides of the ease that he would set
the ease f,
or inlet -at •qtaargerown fine?
the fourth Monday 'n May or the
fourth Menday in .1uly. The attorneys are ,-e'llu,ste<1 to confer and inform him within the next week( which
date would be most agreeable. the
cage will, however, certainly be cal:ed
for trial .on one of these two dates
with Judge Robbins on the bent-h.

.1”

makes the scalp healthy and fertile and keeps it
greirea
is the greatest scalp fertiliser and thcretoi7e- the esfr known
halr
vscriil
the
remedy
-producing
hair
oholoSolne medicine for both the heir
It is it natural food anti
5J edt. Even n 25c bottle of It will put more
genuine life in your hair than a gallon of
shows
any other hair tonic ever made. It
results from the very start.
NOW at all druggists in three sixes
25 canto,50 canto and519. per bottle

Danderine

so.

it

A conference was held between
Baron Sternburg and Secreteury Root
yesterday es a conclusion of the ser:es of similar conferences, several of
which have been participated in by
The best cigars are now sold in the 2,000 Drug Stores
the president. As a result of this
having the National Cigar Stands Emblem in the window.
no Cl aipa
To low how tpilekly Illantleuitw-r.etsno
aseadsmiumalliallavti ti'iiit a' to: 1.1.COP WIle
111101.11 Baron Sternburg has received assura large ?a,t011.11)...
outlets Dan-'
I W. B. McPITERSON, 333 Broadway.
afEila 11,1• ;,IINAttP-inar t
South Dakota Divorcee Dead.
ances that the agreement will be put
llwIr tame cadLAI 11.1CeGta Ia
denim C...
F. E. DU!, Seventh and Clay Streets.
IVA LEWIS
MISS
Photograph
of
to•••••
Pierre S. D., March 8.—The house
saver or ea'Sips la spay restass
in 'tape fotesigrvature so that he can
*rerun. Chicagn
J. D. BACON, Seventh and Jackson Streets.
carry it beek to Germany himself today passed the senate divorce bill, ww•mwomiwaraimomiliwaiWitia,
J. C. GILBERT, 1646 Meyers Street.
sequiring a residence of one year in
when he sails for tome Apri: 9.
PFrIVIT'S RED CROSS PHARMACY, 12th and Trimble Sts.
have '
eeltablished a receivership in the senate's president plo tern, and
This will be the termthation of the thesatb.te' and three months in the
JAMPS P.-SLEETH, 904 Broadway.
,
:
Santa Domingo, whereby we collect speaker Glow of the ho-use and their
county before
beginning a divorce
11111•111111/
the revenues of that country and put associates felt they had done a great
-OL.M1111.-t threatening condition of affaira be- suit, with
all hearings•in open court.
tween the two countries, to tar us'
away part of them by which to pas. work. The fifty-ninth congress was
oorumerce is concerned., and it is _a This law kilts the divorce industry of
its creditors, among whits --is- ,theenot ea4ed oft-to deal witiestieh large
SINXINER AS COUNSEL FOR HILL. tary cf state, Is ert.id taimie declined
-Ipectiltar persorsaa triumph for
Sevres the state, which -hes 'become distasteUnited States. The senate has also issue.s as those which that predecessor
thes place.
By the magnitude of its achieveairy Root and Baron Sterriburg. They ful toN,le people of South Dakota.
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rose rapidly till he had settled down? cur in the action of thee:ovrer board nel HI Foreman on the 30th day of City of Paducah. Kentucky, known as
That the plow Insist be soiled be- and compromise at $1,800. The city January 1906, for the term of 17 lot No. Two hundred and sixty-four the East Tennessee Telephoste 100111was going to carry it to the higher ears for a new and usehe improve- (264,) lying between Boyd and Har- pang today:
fore the soil can he pitilved,?
Together ris atrems. together With all the
344-2---Whipple, 1' E., Res.,
That 9, susceptinke Nene* is hardest tiourt, but on the advice of the ciey inent in Tool Handles.
apBenrights.
priveleges
all
with
the
and purtenances thereunto belonging.
ton Road,
}Reuter the board accepted the cornhit by the softest gleaties?
connected
benefits
therewith
1050—Boatwright, Mrs. Minnie,
Being the same property which was
That in everything tsar° baseball) promise.
I will also sell at the genie time conveyed unto Stephney Enders by E. Res., Monroe St.
you must strike out td make a kit?
The -report for February was -re2101—Scott, Rel:a, Res , e36 S.
That so many studenes cannot setae eeived and flied. A *lance of $46,- and on the same terms as above set D. Richmond and G. A. atichmend,
forth at the business house of Fore- his wife, by a writing dated the 19th 9th.
bold facts without splitting hairs
634.36 was left on head. During the
1828—Dozier, J. W., Res., San
That the straighter a men drinks oath $12,Yee5.e7 was collected and man Brost., Novelty Company at 121 day of August. 1565, same being
THE Hicumar Wl&ICH ce:RUS CANorth 4th street in the city of Padu- recorded In Deed Book No. 37, page &mei Flats.
his whisk) the erookecler he walks $13,716 stone
leaving on
hated
cah Ky., the following described 18, in the Clerk's office of McCracken
TARRH BY PURIFYING THE
654-4— Trice, May, Res., New
home?
March 1., $4t3,974:01.
property, six:
lecry aleueu and atteatively Loder read
BLOOD AND ELLLING
County, Kentucky, to satisfy- said Hope Road.
That the papers so often refer to a
A request from Property owners
the letter.
One Iron Safe, 5 tables. 1 type- judgment, interest and emits.
THE GERBIL.
We have In tbe city over 3,000 subman's dou.leeelfeess a singular career'
was read caking that Jackson street writer, 1 small table, stock of rubber
If you have Catarrh take B. B. n.; It Bement had risen no net of aggrefilion
The purchaser will be required to scribers or five times as many
That herd liquor ebotted tipere a fel- be
as the
will drive clut every bit of Catarrhal had marked the Ruselati occupation of
exteederi to the city lienits. The grip heriakie and all accidents due
give bond with approved security, Independent company;
Poison out of the system.
low who has been settle* it up?
outside
Meshed.
the
but
also
he
knew
that
Fraide
matter
eyes
referred
to
Ube
street timid Rableer Grip Handle Con:many to bearing Interest
Don't neglect Catarrh! Don't let It
at 6 per cent from city and within the county we have
That the clergy ehould (eminently
I make you into a worn-out, run-down and las followers looked askance at
eon:deities
hoard
Mid
of
public
vorks
interest
judgment,
satisfy
said
and
Catarrhal wreck
day of sale, having force of replevin 63 times as many subscribers as
that great power's sunieble attitude, refer to es-en the sandiest mortals as
the
Renumber Catarrh is more than a
to report back to the board. met.
bond, on which execution May Issue Independent company. Yet
trifling ailment—more than a disgust- and at sight of bit leader's mesaage his men of claire—St. Loses Wetrid.
it will
ing trouble. It's a dangerous one.
required
pitrehaser
action
i
No
to
was
be
will
The
taken
on
a petition
iiltthitiOfl stfrred.
wheit due.
place a telephone in your reeidence
Unchecked. Catarrh too frequently
Turning to the nearest lamp, be tore
none John Keithly, asking teat the tee bone with approved security,
This 7th day of March, 1907.
destroys smell, taste and hearing, and
at the same rate the Independent coin
LISTER
often opens the way to Consumption the enveloetsopee end scanned the lit- And remember
the next time pm "tuner aesainstnent on his property De leerJ. W. EGGESTER Atty.
pany is supposed to charge, and proBe warned in time. If you have Ca- ter noxiously. 1t wee written in from•pain—CRIMPli
by damp weather—
tarrh, start to cure it NOW by taking
vide In addition, long distance faciliCECIL REED,
When your heta4 &early buret* from ered, as this does not come within
Fraidel
own
eoinewhat
clear,
old
fasb__Be& B. It cures through the blood by
y Ballard's Snow Llni- -the jurisdiction of the hoard.
ties
which will enable you to reach
Master
Commissioner
purifying it and building up the brOken toned Writing itud opened with a kind- neuralgia—tr
.
Ment. It will cure you. A prominent
down tiasues.
fully fifty million people from yonf
man of blenmetetel. Texas,
Money that B. Padgett had depositDon't think it can't he cured because ly rebuke for his deeertlem of him duce business
rite:
have used your liniment
you've tried- to mire it and faired; as tee day of his speech; that itnmediatte- Preview;
(or a coffee 'house license, which.
• An outsider, says a etartian,sitoul home.
to luting It I was a great sufB. 0. B. cures where other remedies ly and With charneterietie cleartieesat ferer
from
Rheumatism
ahd Neuralgia. was not granted, was ordered refund
fall.
be judge from reading nur tombeton
I
am
pleased
to
Say that now I ten free
°pelletl up the subjectneatest the wiltCall SOO for runner intormatioe.
DEAFNESS,
from these q•umpla,inta. I am sure I ed.
epitaphs, would be convinced tha
:
14
•
If you are gradually growing deaf or ei
owe this to yoiir Bnithent."
this is a world of saints.
are already deaf or hard of hearing,
Very slowly sod atteritively Loder
SAW by all druggists.
Jewell Deco. applied for a coffee
try Botanic Blood Rahn (B. 11.
KVANSVILL
E,
read
the
letter,
with
PADUCAH
and,
the
extreme
AND
license at 1.001 North Sixth
Most forms of deafness or partial
quiet that with bins Invariably covered
nets are CallIted by Catarrh, anddeafThe best way to net an appetite in Mutest. A regionstrance was received
in
curing Catarrh by B. B. B. thousands emotion, he moved to the desk, wrote
CAIRO I.TNR.
to fast until you are hungry — St. from the citizens reading in that vihave had their hearing resulted.
Botanie Mood Halm (IL B. WI is a note mid headed It le She waltiog fouls
(Incorporated)
Globe-Detnoer
at.
cinity.
The
license
was
not
1
and sate to take. Tarstroagilly iiiirvant. As tlie nem turned toward
granted.
PI
We have pest secured the
tested tor ail year.. treasessee
owing to come technicolity.
rare
notanit. Ingredients, strengthen's weak the door be (lilted him.
Evansville and Paducah Packets.
excluelvo agency for Riker's
"Renwick," he said sharply, "wean
attionsiona, cure. Hysipepaisi. Manspie
Increase for Itnginecr.
se•I free by writhes Blood n R 1111 I Ole.. you've given that letter to Mr. Fraide's
celebrated toilet preparations,
POLL. Attests. tea.
seta by
penbahly the most popelar
The htter of increas4i the en'servant sok Mre Chileotts if she can
$1 per large bottle or seat byDiragatnen
Said in Patinenb. Ky. by IL W. ',torpor.. spare nit' live minutes."
, gineere salary was brought up and
on the market today. and shall
ld'alikeir•
W. J. Gilbert, Lass Eros. nod alley
'When Renwick had gone anti closed
List.
away' carry fresh stock,. of
an ordinance directed to that effect.
Athe door twined kint Lothar paced dmi
All of them.
Miller has maimed as his as(Data, Excel% Sunday.)
Weigh IR 4 Taking Dr. lie. floras. room with feverish activity. lu one
Itaier's Toilet ('crate la just
blatant end , hie held month's mierY
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
moment tbe aspect of life had lieeu
Was directed paid to him.
ly Mined- It tomes In 50c
changed. Five minutia since he had
Hopkins, leave Paducah for Evansparker.« and If you have
been glorying in the riek of a barely
ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
. A conapieint ;rum A. Bendestmen,
for the Nerves, Blood, Liver Stomach, saved situation: now that situation
Oyer tried it you have a
beating tht: :he board of imblic works
Special excursion rate now In efwith its merely social tomplicationee
Skin, Len.
pie-ammo in store for you.
fect from Padueah to Evansville an.)
'Seines, to recognise
as sewer
had become a matter of small tumorDrop iii to see the extensive
Old Phoise 1773-R
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
irreetor was recehred Mid tiled.
tenet..
ties of toilet preparations we
boat.
Tabl- unsurpassed.
His lone, etridioe stripe-had opened
A bole lu the conertte sideedndrit
cage", or phone us your orthee will charm Ain delight the
bins to the fireplace, and bie back was
front of the Flhwkina, Arose eeigan
area, es we mike prompt deWye it a lhirtr_ days' trial
ILLTHI C
Midge of fine gents. Rings, Broochtoward the door when at last the
UC
STKAMBH DICK POMACE
lent, wart ordered reasirild by the
liveries of all phone orders
handle turned. he wheeled mond to
es, Ornamental Combs. Claim.
AND
works.
bile
pit
board
of
receive Eve's weeriarre, then a intik of
and get your money back if
Bracelets, etc
Leaves Pactueah for Cairo and way
Further elms ewe asked by the
pleased surprise creased We face.
landings at 8 a. m. sharps, daily, elIt was Eve herself who stood In the
the
matter
having
Committee
purof
WITH
it tails to add to your weight.
cam Sunday. Special excursion rateu
WATCH=
deorway.
chasing the peoperty from the I1CSnois
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
Without beititaticin his lips parted.
Cottrell railroad on the river front.
kw Ladles and Gentwanee, hi gold, and return, with or witeout
,
"Eve,"•he said abruptly, "I have had
meals
and It was granted,.
Weer or spuinsetal. cigarette Oases, and room. Good music and table ungreat pews! Kunst* has shown her
ONSUMPTION
Pries
Irian
retell
liquor
lieeeqae
In
to
A
HIP* II RE hist, Two- artiontes belongCOUGAS and
50c $1.00
Watch Roses, Cigar Cutters. etc. All surpassed t
OLDIS
li ree Trial.,
titide of galloit arItl tater was grant
ing to a British trifler wire YelliefdaY
sorts of dainty pleepe of silver for ow
For further information apply to
interfered with by a band of Cosiseekti.
cud ,to the lealittielb Vistikeerles tom
Surest ..ad tautekest Ours for al
41.cady's" divots* table.
S. A. Fowler General Pass, Agent. or
mites
conple
affair
°teetered
The
a
original
of
Agent for
Allogretti
,..
j
THROAT and LUNG =DUEBout!) Third Mop.,
p
- IL'iny,
(11.4.n Fowler, City Para. Agent. at
oetside Meshed. The traders remelt
LES, or STONEY BACK.
°oodles
NO&
An 6rditenee, giving the beck tat
-Fowler-Crum baugh 6. C04. IBM
WADS= & WA.K5ld11.
semegempememegalin11111/111111111111101IF sleeted, but the RUsalane Made OnI:el:fetter 16 per ceut on pnikietioae Its
Roth plow Ito. It

HENRY MAMMEN, JR.
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NEW STATE HOTEL

54

S. H. WINSTEAD

Free
Catarrh
Cure

-"- -'-

STEINEt UM

LEE LINE STEAMERS

0. F. PIIILLTS, Agent

Botanic Blood Balm

BBB
THE BEST BEOOD PURIFIER
AND TONIC

Riker's
Violet Cerate
50c

PEPIOL

QUEEN'S ROOT CORDIAL

'atan-ey

The Flesh
Maker

raynn.ny

CURE THE LUN 8

Dr.King's
New Discovery

FOR

McPHERSON'S
Drug Store.
SOO hot*

h

rr-

GILBERT'S
Drug Store
4th and Broadway

0t,

rate'

THE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
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RE SOLVED
THAT THAT

NEW

SPRING

SUIT You ARE GOING IONA
IS ALL READY NOW EVERY
STYLE AND PATTERN TO SUIT
ANY TASTE,

The New Store Shows All the
Newest Things in Men's Apparel for the New Season

BUSTER BRowN.

AN EXPOSITION WORTH SEEING

W ITH

the first

breath of

spring

your

thoughts

naturally-

—

turn to new clothes, for, who does not welcome the neN

seasons, the

time to lay aside the old garments and don the new?

The New Store
'
s thoughts turned to Spring Clothes before
the frosts had fallen last fall, hence

it is able to show

you

the

most comprehensive lines of the newest things in Spring Clothing and furnishings you will see.in Paducah.
You are interested in the new styles,---come in to see them.

LlO

"sea
,

-C-,
/%11.

dt

lite.••111•••• ,to•••

The browns will very popular,
SPA INC.
SUIT S

checks and dark tones.

for too,

The styles are

just

from last season, enough to give distinction.

the
a

grays, blues,
little

different

They embody the

van •Itor.• c•

satisfying feature of embracing, in their variety, the range is so
The Artist (timidly): "Er—it's—er—awfully stupid of me, general, but I
can't lad my palette. 1—sr—must have mistaid
UNFAIR.

SKATERS RECKLESS.

••••„,

IteotII M

ants Complain of State Is Complaint of Woman Who
Knocked Doan.
Law.

Was

i

Right in our store you will find a new Spring
Suit that will make you happy. This suit will

great, just what will please the young man, what the conservative

dressers

and the demands of the middle age man.
what price you wish to pay, The New Store

want,

No matter

values will strike you.

please you in color. It will give you good wear;
it will fit your body, and it will fit your purse.

Come in any time, you won
'
t be urged

to buy, but we want you to see the great array of splendid ticw
things, it is worth it,

Miss Rose Haupenthaa who lives
Springfield, III., Mar
8.—George
E. Green, of Peoria, secret
of the on Kentucky avenue between Fifth
Illinois Retail
Merchants' tlaisacta- and Fourth streets, was run into and
tion. addressing the house cornmi-- knocked down by a half grow nboy
Toper skates yesterday afternoon
tee on manufactures today, made the
threat that if the state administra- and &J - shaken up, narrowly eserjury She called uption pure food law, prepared under caping serTot
this morning
to
the supervision of Food Commis- on Mayor Yea
sioner Jones, is adopted without a protest against the eketers, who daiclaw exempting from
prosecution ly use the walks along that thoroughretail merchants who buy goods on fare.
"I have recommended that an ne- 1•••Igawat01.41
111111.41eaftwastralessose-mesiw•1
the representation of wholesalers and
,
'
0 yolawarsillawe11•01%••••4111e.1211"Niawtiv'ellifs•401.411111.41242114rveggs...
jobbers Illinois merchants would dinance forbidding skating be pass
i,
If
said the mayor today. "but th
purchase their stock from concerns in
lady will not allow her name to be
other states and claim the protection council Is not disposed to pass it.
used until her organization is further
Some
one will be hurt badly some
of the federal pure food law.
perfected, but she states that the
Secretary Green
declared, with day, and sue the city, which they will
Catholic 'society women of St. Louis
justified
be
in doing. and I ihould
much heat, that Illinois mercNnts
whom she has talked to o nthe subdid not propose to be branded as not blame them."
ject promise their willing support and'
crimina'S beeanae they sold adulterbelieves that as many as 500 Catholic
A'BABY
Washington, D. C., Martel 8.—Tla that Mr. Cortelyou, then .postmaster
ated ...mats. Apresented by wholesalShould be sunshine in the home. aud
families will join the movement. A
transportation
worm has turned. The . general had issued an order applyers and jobbers to be pure.
will be it you give it White's Cream
propaganda is to be entered upon to
Verml:‘..ge, the greatest worm medi- railroad
managers have, threatened ing a neva- divisor as proposed by the
cine ever offered to suffering humanity.
secure co-operation of all Catholics or
Ile No. 1 Granulated Sugar..68c
remedy
This
reprisals
Is
becoming
government
the
rejected
what
on the
permaThe Japanese are Increasing their
for
legislation, and the effect of
cake Flour for
26c
nent fixture of well-regulated
wealth.
9 Tbs. Light Brown Sugar ...5ec
the
allege
canning factories. The consumption holds. A mother with childrenhousethey
oppressive
to
execube
order
will
further
still
reduce
8 Sc'
pities. Soda
can't
•-10c
afbng without a bottle of White's tive orders and legislation. The com- compensation
This is not a church movement In I
Omega Flour, per sack ....75c
of foreign canned goods is limited to get
for carrying mails
3 Sc sacks sraat
10c
Cream Vermiform in the house. It is
Waite Star Flour
•
66c
the foreign population, and a small the purest and best medicine that patint is not so much against the about 11 percent from present pla- the sense that it is officially sug3 lib. Bricks Cedfirth
25e
money can buy.
gested or sponsored by the church
3 tbs. Palmer House Blend
percentage of native.
railroad rate law as against the lim- ices.
1 lb. ehredded Cocoanut for 20c
Sold by all druggists.
Mocha and Jane Coffee...94c
itations put upon contracts for car- I It would Ire been better for the or any of its clergy, but a rolentary
3 pkgs. Pawnee Oats
etlic
:: tbs. of our 15c Coffee ...42c
Most of our weakness comes from
Sleart sermons
make
popular rying the mails and pena:ties and for-'roads if the 'proposed legislation had protest from the rank and file of the
3 pkgs. Nom Kinks
25e
faithful.
That
it
originates among
3 tbs. of our 17 %c -Cof3ee..48c
preachers.
feitures imposed for irregiularttles.
worry.
passed, for it would not have gone
3 cane corn
20c
3 cans of lac Baked Beans..25c
The chief complaint is against the Intel effect until the beginning of the the wealthy members and will be con
3 cane Peas
7.0c
society
fined
to
Women
and those who
legislation in last year's postoffice apa new fiscal year, July 1. As it is, the
2 cans of 15e Baked Beans-26c
3 31b cans Tomatoes for ..243c
ptopriatioo bill authorizing a redue- order of the postmaster general ap- are rich is obvious. Only the wealthy
3 cans of 1k5e W. H. Baker's
3 31b. cans Hominy
2t0c
lion in the mail pay of roads that fail plies the new divisor to the weighing are users of French Importations to
Cocoa for
3.2c
$ lbs. Chopped or Slacked
the extent that the loss of their pato keep to their Ome schedules in of mails at once.
Layer Raisins, per lb.
.. 10c
Horn lay
10c
tronage would have any effect on
the arrival and departure of mails.
Roads to Cut Down Service?
2 15e pkgs Seeded Raisins. 25c
Heins Quitkne101ivoes, Per
The mail weighing season is now French manufacturers and exporters.
This law recently has been put in3 pkgs. Buckwheat or Panpint
2.5c
With the spring style just coming
to perfect operation. The result has on in the district which comprises the
been that there is hardly a railroad in states of Wisconsin, Michigan, Indi- out and Easter on the near horizon
NOTE—Hot toffee and Wafers served free at our store
all day
the country that has not forfeited ana, Ohio, Illinois, Missouri. Minne- the observance of the proposed. boySaturday.
something from its stipulated con- sota and Iowa. The aggregate weights cott means a real hardship to St.
On the
tract price for carrying the malja-un- when ascertained at the close of the Louis *omen of fashion.
is the condition
der the law &pang the current quar- season in that district early in June other hand thi
ter.
will be subjected to the new divisor. which gives to the' crusade the promContracts Made Unprofitable.
The railroad managers have told ise of effectivehess.
Old Phone 1179
206 Broadway
myria
A
New Phone 1176
Mrs. Wank, the leader salsa
In some cases the forfeitures fall the postoffice department officers
I think I can count on,ab t 500
heavily, and reuder the contracts un- that they cannot meet the new limiprofitable.
Added to
these incon- tations put upon them without chan- Catholic women to start theiitnoveveniences the present congress re- ging their schedules to give slower ment. We are going to take positive
Points of Contact.
looking for a soft snap that the
othThe humblest life may be made er fellow worked
duced compensation for carrying and less frequent train service. They action at once. We expect to send
himself into it. —
oat
circulars to the heads of families, great by unselfishness.
mails about $1,000,000 on railway Insist that this policy Is not reprisal,
Louisville Herald.
postoffice oar Item, and lowered com- but a matter of business necessity. It calling on there not to purchase or to
Many a man complains so loudly
French-ma
use
de goods. The mat- of lack of opportunity
pensation on other contracts about Is asserted by
the transportation
that he cannot
Soa-14---"No, mother, I don't
like
$3,000,000. Right on the heels of agents that a general reorganization ter will be :eft to the discretion of the hear it when It knocks at his door. that young 'doctor
at all; he has red
persons
receiving these circulars. I
congress adjournment, when the of schedules and the dropping of
Men bug their weaknesses because hair." Mother
(consolingly)— "Oh,
railroad managers were congratulate many trains, especially in Sunday think that will be all that will be nee- they think they are excuses for sin, but his hair will
be gray Jong before
cessary.
tag thmselves on the fact that the IA traffic, will follow inevitably. The
instead of challenges to effort.
'no will be able to marry you, my
We
hope
to
Follette-Murd6ck amendment, chang- railroad men say that if people comhave the sympathy
Get busy. It was while you were dear."—Meggendorfer.
Blaetter.
ing the divisor to be used from 6 to plain of poorer accommodations they and assistance of all who feel as we
do.
This
is
aseertalning
a
religious
7 In
the weight of mails may put the blame on the legislators
persecution,
during the mail weighing season,haa and the postoffice department. The and we must fight it. We will go
No eirty, stagnant water if you heat it in a
been knocked out by congress, they postal officials are concerned over further than the Canadians have and
say to our people, "Keep out of
Buck's white enameled reservoir—like a fine porcewere startled by the announcement this threat.
France." We want to make Catholic
lain dish, it can be kept sweet and clean.•
tourists stay out of that country.
French gloves are beat because they
Surely this is a point .any good housevvile will
are lighter, but we can put up with
appreciate—for she knows the di-advantages of using
heavier gloves. We don't mind a
little self-denial. We can get hats
"rusty" water—of unpleasant odor.
24 lb Bag Omega Flour
The 3 Ms Mince Meat
and gloves in this country.
25c
24 lb Bag Pansy Flour
65c Doz. Milchner Herring
By a burning process, the white enamel is amal26c
Sq. Louis, Marcel R.—Arouaed by one of the fashionable resilience disTY* W•41.1111, Presaged.
1-2 Bu. Irish Potatoes
3'5c 2 3 lb Cans Baked Beans
gamated with the iron and become a part of it—no
15c
the attitude of the French Govern- tricts of St. Louis—Vanderventer
Pk. Red Onions
26c French Sardeuse Steak per Can 25c
place being known as "Millionaire's
danger of cracking or breaking.
ment toward their church fashionRow"--started the local crusade. The
2 Pkgs Jello any flavor
2
Dos.
Sweet
Oranges
25c
wealthy
able women -of the old and
15c
are extra large—are
Catholic families of St. Louis are
7 1-2 Ms !levy Beans
25c 2 Pkgs. Cox's Gellatin
25c
now organizing a boycott on all
where they come into direct contact with the fire—
AME YOU RUNNING A
7 Bars Swift Pride Soap
25c 4 Fancy Grape Fruit
French goods. Hats gowns, paintings,
254
water in them will reach the boiling point in-twentyLOSING RACE
bric-a-brac- wines and table delicacies
3 Pkgs. Toasted Corn Flakes
25c 3 Cans Ferndell Peas
60e
WITH THE CALENDAR?
five minutes.
steamers and French
and French
N. 0. Molasses, per Gal.
lbs Shelled Raisins
60c
25.c
tours are among the things that will
Does every day record, in the
3 Pkgs. Chocola'e Fingers
25c 2 1 lb Cans Sliced Peaches
25c
These are reasons why you should own a Buck
come under the ban.
'
s
office, a failure to quite "catch3 Pkgs. Saratoga Flakes
25c 3 3 Tb Cans L. C. Peaches
50c
St Louis is one of the strongest
stove. Our attractive prices and terms are further
up" with that day's Work?
3 Pkgs. Celluloid Starch
1 Or 25c Box Toilet Soap
Catholic cities of the United States.
l5
Ikrem every day witness, in the
reasons.
Let us tell you about them—today.
Practically all the "old French fami3 Cans Tomatoes and 3 Corn
Dos, Clothes Pins
50c
home, another failure to finish
Sc
lies"--than whom there are no more
3 Ms Large Black Prunes
25c 2 Cakes Sapollo
today's &If I
uPle Of the
Ice
A dollar down and a dollar a week will buy one
thorough-going aristocrats in the
unfin billed duties of yesterday?
3 Cans Raspberry Preserves
25c 2 Cakes Bonsima
150
"old Dutch families" of Manhattan—
Does every day record, in the
of these splendid stoves.
You surely can't afford to
Potato ChIps.the Pkg.
10c 2 Bottles Baby Elite Polish ....15c
are Catholics. and to their social
frtore, a few more customers who
Imported Swiss Cheese per tb 35c 5 Boxes Search bight
power Is added the wealth of many of
this char ce Take advantage of it today.
Matches...15c
"couldn't wait" to be served by
•
2 Pgs. Grape Nuts
Coe newer-rich.
25e 5 Bags Silt
over-busy clerks?
15c
It Is, therefore not surprising that
2
Jars
10
Apple
Butter
Nut
,
'15e
Mega
If any of these things are true
Sc
St. Louis should be the point at which
The Bride (in one breatb)—This is Queen Olives per
you need "mm re belp".--so that
50c 2 Glasses Pure Honey
C11.
15c
bogies In the United States a movefrom that horrid, contemptible Edith
an immediate resort upon your
20e 2 Doz.. Lemons
Welsh. who Is ao---ier--why, deer, I do :1 ROI Wick COd Flab
ment that hem klreAdy- beet) taken tip
25c
part ,to Ode classified ads, will
3
believe'
Pkgs.
it's
real
eklua—now
-Swift's
wain't
Wash
i
ng
Powder
that
10c 2 Bottles Heins (*taus, ....40. V..36c
in .many other ectutitries.. and which
enable you to "(latch up with the
sweet of the darlingT—Woulan's Home 2 Tha Wafer
will co-operate directly with the one
Crackers
25c e Fuels Toilet Paper
calendar" and t'n do today's
115c
Companion.
)
already under way In Canada.
2 Ms Ginger Snaps
1.6e 1 lbs 'Ayer Figs
things today,.
25c
Mrs. Blank of Vanderseater place,
SIthearibe for 11141 SOL
Des. Large Sour Pickiest
10e 3 Pkgs Shredded Cad Fish
10c
•
•••

Why not then come to the store that can fit
you inevery way?---that fit your eye, fit your

body, and fit your pocketbook?

I

Transportation Worm Has Turned;
Reprisals in Handling of the Ma s

Great Pacific
SPECIALS
Saturday, March 9

GREAT PACIFIC TEA

6

•

COFFEE CO.

I

•

This white enameled reservoir keeps
water clean and hot

LARK'S SPECIAL SALE

St. Louis Women Threaten Boycott
Against all Goods Made in France

Buck's reservoirs

miss

•

Saturday, March 9

placed

•

V

